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ABSTRACT 
Premarital Education: Participation, Attitudes, and Relation to 
Marital Adjustment in a Sample from Northern Utah 
by 
Bryan D. Ramboz, Doctor of Philosophy 
Utah State University, 2003 
Major Professor: Dr. Kath leen W. Pi ercy 
Department: Family and Human Development 
The purpose of thi s study was to investigate the attitudes, participation in, and 
potenti al effect iveness of premarital education as a vehic le to promote more sati sfying 
marri ages. A retrospective survey instrument , including ex ist ing measures of religious 
Ill 
values, willingness to invest in marriage, and marital satisfaction, was used to gather data 
to answer research questions rel ated to couples' participation in, and att itudes about 
premarital education, and their influence on marital adjustment and satisfaction. 
lnfonnation about the amount of Time spent in premarital education, breadth of Topics 
covered, Training of the provider, and whether or not Testing was performed also was 
gathered and called Four T's of premarital education . 
Sample couples were identifi ed by comparing marriage license information to 
current telephone listings from Cache County, Utah. One hundred forty-five couples 
returned usable surveys. Statistical analysis revealed that most couples participated in 
little or no premarital education even though most couples had favorable attitudes 
towards such marriage preparations. Further, no significant relation was found between 
participation in any type of premarital education and marital adjustment or satisfaction. 
Implications for policy and practice are discussed. 
IV 
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CHAPTER l 
TNTRODUCT!ON 
Problem Statement 
Since the 1960s, premarital interventions have been viewed as powerful 
instruments in the promotion of marital stability and satisfaction (Mace, 1972; 
Rutl edge, 1966). However, the use of premarital education has yet to find its way into 
mainstream American culture. Even within the fami ly sciences, premarital education as 
a preventi ve force in increasing marital stabi li ty and satisfaction has been largely 
overlooked for many years. For example, in a survey of family therapists who were 
members of the American Association of Marriage and Family Therapy, premarital 
education was not even li sted as a category of practice (Doherty & Simmons, 1996). 
Recent changes in governmental policy and attitudes have brought new attention to the 
possibi li ties of using premarital education to increase marital stability and decrease the 
negati ve outcomes associated with divorce for some families. 
Contrary to some predictions by demographers, the divorce rate in the United 
States has not continued to escalate into the 2 1st century. According to reports released 
by the National Center for Health Statistics (1998), the national divorce rate peaked in 
198 1, held relatively steady until 1985, and has been either holding steady or very 
slowly declining since 1985. Utah's divorce rate appears to have closely followed the 
national trend. Measured in numbers of divorces per I ,000 population, Utah's divorce 
rate peaked at 5.5 in 1981 and has decreased from 4.4 in 1997 to 4.2 in 1998 (Utah 
Department of Health, 2000). 
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Even with this gradual decline in the divorce rate over the past 15 years, the 
incidence of divorce in Utah, and in the nation , still exists at twice the level as reported 
in the 1960s (Utah Department of Health, 2000). According to some researchers, 
between one half to two thirds of new marriages will end in divorce (Martin & 
Bumpass, 1989; National Center for Health Statistics, 1989). With socia l sc ience 
research on the potentially negative outcomes of divorce on adults, children, and society 
continuing to accumulate (Gallagher & Whitehead, 1997; Hetherington & Stanley-
Hagan, 1999; Rogers & Pryor, 1998), efforts at strengthening the institution of marriage 
are gaining state and national attention. 
History of Divorce Prevention 
Much of the early focus on preventing divorce has clustered around making 
divorce more difficult to obtain. Commonly referred to as "no-fault" divorce, current 
legislation al lows either party in a marriage to sue for divorce with only the claim of 
" irreconcilab le differences" as reason for dissolving the marriage. Some argue that no-
fault divorce statutes seriously undermine the importance of marriage in American 
society (Gallagher & Whitehead, 1997). At the present time all 50 states have some 
forrn of no-fault divorce legislation available for the dissolution of the marriage contract 
(Schoenfeld, 1996). However, in the past few years, many states have considered 
placing more restrictions on divorce, including abolishing no-fault statutes. Supporters 
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of abolishing no-fault divorce ci te the drasti c increase in di vorce rates following the 
implementation of the no-fault statutes (nearly a 40% increase in the fi ve years 
fo llowing enactment), along with the lack of a decrease in the levels of conflict between 
divorcing parents (Gallagher & Whitehead; Schoenfeld). However, to date no state has 
eliminated its no-fault grounds for divorce. Instead , many cuJTent legislative efforts are 
aimed at strengthening marriage. 
Strengthening Marriage 
A new generation of divorce intervention in America represents a true paradigm 
shift . Instead of waiting until the couple is in distress and the marriage is often beyond 
repair, the new focus on divorce prevention is preventive (Sphatt, 2000). One strategy 
has been the inception of "covenant marriage" statutes. "Covenant marriage focuses on 
strengthening marriage from its inception to dissolution , not simply making divorce 
more difficult" (Sphatt, p . 5). Covenant marriage stress permanence in the marriage 
vow, and include the use of premarital education as one way to increase marital 
stability. Louisiana passed its version of the covenant maiTiage Jaw in 1997. Since then 
more than 25 states have introduced vari ous means to strengthen marriage, including 
Utah. However, Ari zona and Arkansas are the only other states to have enacted such a 
Jaw to date (Fagan, 200 I ; Rosier & Feld, 2000). 
Other programs aimed at reducing divorce have originated in Florida, which in 
1998 passed the "Marriage Preparation and Preservation Act" (Fagan, 2001 ). This 
legislation made the teaching of marri age ski lls a required part of the high school 
curriculum, and encouraged premarital education by reducing the marriage li cense fee 
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by 50% for couples who completed at least 6 hours of premarital education. l.n April 
2000, the governor of Arizona signed a marriage initiative authorizing the state to spend 
$ 1 million of regular budget money annually to develop community-based marriage 
ski lls courses aimed at hnth engaged and married couples. Oklahoma's governor has 
pledged $ 10 million dollars of the state's welfare resources to promoting stable 
marriages after a state economic panel concluded the states high rate of poverty and 
welfare dependence was directly connected to the states elevated divorce rate (Regier, 
2002). In 1998, Utah's governor created the country's first Commission on Marriage 
with the charge to strengthen marriages in Utah by studying best practices throughout 
the country to set a direction that will improve marital relationships in Utah (Fagan). 
Premarital Education 
An integral part of many of the new generation initiatives and legis lation is the 
encouragement and, in some cases, required use of premarital education. The move to 
strengthen marriage has produced several premarital education programs, though there 
remains much debate over which methodologies, if any, are efficacious (Cole & Cole, 
1999; Gottman, Coan, Carrere, & Swanson, 1998; Stanley, Bradbury, & Markman, 
2000). Some programs are skills-based. For example, Relationship Enhancement (RE; 
Guerney, 1977; Guerney, Brock, & Coufal, 1986) is a group program focu sed on 
strengthening and enhancing nine positive relationship factors by teaching couples skills 
associated with each relationship factor (Stahmann, 2000). The Prevention and 
Relationship Enhancement Program (PREP; Markman, Floyd, Stanley, & Lewis, 1986; 
Markman, Floyd, Stanley, & Storaasli, 1988) is also a group program that teaches 
couples skills in handling conflict, dealing with core issues leading to conflict, and 
relationship enhancement. 
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Other programs are more assessment-based and are aimed at increasing couples ' 
awareness of potential problems in their relationships without providing ski ll s or 
exercises to address the problems. Relationship Evaluation (RELATE; Holman, Busby, 
Doxey, Klein, & Loyer-Carlson, 1999) is a comprehensive premarital assessment that 
covers 96 percent of factors predictive of later marital quality (Larson eta!., 1995). 
Results from RELATE can be used in conjunction with premarital counseling or 
provided to the couples for their own information though no specific intervention is 
outlined. 
A third group of interventions are termed "inventory-based programs," as they 
combine assessment and intervention (Stahmann, 2000). Facilitating Open Couple 
Communications, Understanding, & Study (FOCCUS; Markey, Micheletto, & Becker, 
1985) is a !56-item instrument often used by Catholic and Protestant churches for 
marriage preparation (Larson eta!., 1995). The Premarital Personal and Relationship 
Evaluation (PREP ARE; Olson, Fournier, & Druckman, 1989) assesses eleven 
rel ationship areas, which become the basis for a three-session (or more) process of 
counseling, outli ned in a work book, provided for the counselor and clients (Stahmann). 
Despite the proliferation of these premarital education programs, few couples 
are shown to use them, though there is considerable variability in rates of participation 
depending on the study (McMann us, 1994; Sullivan & Bradbury, 1997). Further, it has 
been shown that the couples electing to participate in some kind of premarital education 
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are generally at low risk for marital discord and dissolution (Sullivan & Bradbury). 
More infonnation is needed on couples' premarital preparations and attitudes in order to 
create useful interventions to strengthen marriages locally and in the state. 
Purpose of This Study 
The purpose of this study was two-fold. First, this study examined what fonnal 
premarital education couples engage in prior to marrying. The main focus of this 
question was to gather baseline infom1ation to be used in the development of a 
premarital education program. Finding out what couples are doing presently, as well as 
their interest in, attitudes about, and willingness to participate in premarital education 
will provide valuable infonnation for the creation of premarital intervention programs. 
lt is antic ipated that few couples engage in formal premarital education and that many 
others will not see it as valuable to their marriage. 
Second, this study examined the relation between the premarital education 
couples obtained and a measure of marital satisfaction at 3 years after marriage. It has 
been shown that relationship satisfaction declines in the first 2 to 3 years of marriage 
(Huston, McHale, & Crouter, 1986; Kurdek, 1991), and it is hoped a more realistic, less 
idealized view of marriage may be obtained. In the early years of a marriage, couples 
establish both constructive and destructive patterns of relating to each other. One of the 
main reasons that marital therapy is not more successful at preventing divorce is that 
these destmctive pattems become ingrained in the relationship over time, and are highly 
resistant to change (Jacobson & Addis, 1993; Raush, Barry, Hertel, & Swain, 1974). It 
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also has been reported that couples who do seek help wait an average of 6 years from 
the time they detect serious marital di fficulti es (Buongiomo & Notarius, 1992), usuall y 
after there have been negative effects on spouses and children (Hahlweg & Markman, 
1988). It also has been reported that the degree to which the partners are willing to wo rk 
to reso lve relationship prob lems decreased during the first few years, particul arly in 
di stressed marri ages (Huston, Caughlin, Houts, Smith , & George, 2001 ). It may be 
valuable to identi fy at-ri sk couples early in the marriage before such pattem s become 
insum1ountable. Accord ing to Lawler and Ri sch (2001 ), even though most couples 
repo11 doing well early in marriage, approximately 20% of both males and fe males in 
their study were no better than slightly adjusted. Distress levels increased if the couple 
was ages 30 and over, was in the fo urth or fifth year of marriage, and were parents. 
Lawler and Ri sch surmi se that over time, marriage does not get easier; it gets more 
difficult , at least in the first 5 years o f marriage. Given the di sproportionately high rates 
of marital disruption in the early years of marri age, the most critical point in a marri age 
is the third year (Lawler & Risch). 
Definitions 
The terrn formal premarital education is used to describe services provided to 
couples prior to matTiage that include, but are not limited to, counse ling procedures that 
make couples aware of strengths and weaknesses in their proposed marriage, and 
suggest ways of dealing with those weaknesses. The intended purpose of most 
premarita l education programs is to prevent di vorce (Stahmann, 2000). The level of 
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formality in premarital education was assessed by examining four factors , referred to as 
the Four T's of premarital education: (a) Time spent in marriage preparation, (b) breadth 
of Topics covered, (c) Training of the provider, and (d) use of a premari tal inventory or 
Test. Couples who spend more time, cover more topics, use a trained professional, and 
use a premarital survey were considered to have a higher degree of fom1a l premarital 
education than couples who spend a short amount of time, cover few topics, use 
someone with littl e or no training, and do not take a premarital assessment. 
Research Questions 
1. What types and quantity of fonn al premarital education do couples 
pa.1 icipate in? 
2. Does part icipating in f01mal premarital education make any measurab le 
difference in marital sati sfaction at 3 years post marriage? 
3. What are the attitudes of couples married 3 years about premarital education 
and its usefulness? 
4. Are couples who participate in premarital education more likely to seek help 
for their marriage than those who do not participate in premarital education? 
5. Are couples who participate in premarital education more likely to report 
willingness to participate in certain behaviors related to marital investment? 
CHAPTER !I 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
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ln the attempt to reduce divorce and its negative consequences, the traditional 
approach has been to treat couples who come to clinical settings complaining of 
difficulties in their marriage. There is growing realization that this strategy is 
inadequate to address the over one million divorces annually in America (Markman & 
Floyd, 1980; National Center for Health Statistics, 1998). Described as tertiary 
prevention, traditional marriage therapy is undertaken in order to improve and 
rehabilitate marriages that have already become dysfunctional. This contrasts with 
secondary prevention, which is undertaken to assist marriages that are identified as 
vu lnerable in some way to probable difficulties. The preferred method of fam ily 
researchers is termed primary prevention, which attempts to reduce new cases of 
mari tal dysfunction prior to marriage, and is designed for populations not currently in 
need of intervention. The focus of primary prevention is on providing resources to 
prevent problems from developing in the future (Bradbury & Fincham, 1990; Markman, 
Floyd, & Dickson-Markman, 1982). The point in the temporal course of dysfunction at 
which resources are instituted di stinguishes these three levels of prevention: before it 
gets too late, before it gets worse, and before it happens (L' Abate, 1983). According to 
Stahmann (2000), preventive efforts are an attempt to "intervene with couples at the 
transition point of beginning marriage in order to give them a better base for a stable 
and sat isfactory marriage" (p. 104). 
As described earlier, family science researchers, clergy, and community leaders 
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are encouraging the movement away from the tertiary mode of intervention and towards 
primary prevent ion efforts, especially the use of premarital education as a means of 
promoting and stabi li zing marriages. 
Benefits of Marriage 
Even with the present movement to promote healthy marriage at various levels 
of community and government, there remains a fa ir amount of debate over the value of 
marriage itself. Popenoe ( 1993) warned against the erosion of marri age and the 
trad itional family, forecasti ng serious negative social consequences, espec ially for 
ch ildren. Others contend that the family must be viewed in a larger context and that the 
married, two-parent family never rea lly was the norm for society (Coontz, 1992). Some 
researchers have focused specifically on matTiage and concluded that marriage between 
a man and woman is fundamentally incompatible with individual growth and autonomy 
(Mintz & Kellogg, 1988), and especially damaging to women's health and well-being 
(Stacey, 1993). 
As the academic debate over the value of marriage continues, the personal va lue 
of marriage continues to be quite evident in the actions and attitudes of Americans. 
"Even with the ri se in di vorce, cohabitation, and unwed parenthood , marriage remains a 
core value and aspiration of many Americans" report Waite and Gallagher (2000, p. 2). 
Over 90% of Americans rate "having a happy marriage" as either one of the most 
important, or very important objectives in life. When asked to se lect their top two goal s 
in life, a majority of Americans inc lude a happy marriage as one of the choices (Glenn, 
II 
1996). The importance of marriage in American society is also evidenced by the rates of 
remarriage following divorce, with an estimated one-half of all current marriages being 
remarriages for one or both partners (Bumpass, 1990). 
The cun·ent divorce cu lture in America has contributed to a paradox for many 
Americans. Even though marriage remains very important to most adults, "the 
proportion of Americans married has declined, and the proportion of successfully 
married has declined even more" (Glenn, 1996, p. 15). This conflict is evidenced by the 
conclusions of two researchers that young adults "are desperate to have only one 
marriage, and they want it to be happy. They don't know whether this is possib le 
anymore" (Levin & Cureton, 1998, p. 95) 
Wi th the continuing popularity of cohabitation (Bumpass, 1990; Bumpass & 
Sweet, 1989) and the growing belief that marriage is just one of many equally valuable 
forms of intimate relationships (Waite, 1995), researchers have examined the value of 
marriage and have largely determined that the institution of marriage is inherently 
different from other forms of intimate relationships, and that marriage offers 
individuals, couples, and society a larger benefit than other forms of relationsh ips 
(Waite; Waite & Gallagher, 2000). After reviewing extensive research on the subject, 
Waite and Waite and Gallagher found that marriage had advantages in nearl y every area 
of life, for husbands and wives, over other fonns of relationships, inc luding singlehood, 
cohabitation, divorce or separation, and widowhood. Some of the benefits of marriage 
include longer and healthier li ves, improved mental health , more frequent and more 
satisfying sexual relationships, improved financial standing, and lower incidence of 
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domestic violence. These benefits also ex tended to children, with children from two-
parent, married , intact families demonstrating better health (including mental health), 
higher quality of li fe, better academic performance, and significantly lower criminal and 
delinquent activity when compared to single parent families (never married or 
di vorced) . 
"Marriage actuall y changes people 's goals and behavior in ways that are 
profoundly and powerfully life enhancing" (Waite & Gallagher, 2000, p. 17) and those 
who are not married do not recei ve the benefits of marriage. After reviewing the 
available research, Waite and Gallagher concluded that it was not simply having 
someone to share your life with, or the act of becoming a parent that produced such 
benefits. It is not related strictly to socio-economic status or health prior to marriage. 
Marriage " typically provides important and substantial benefits" (Waite, 1995 , p. 486) 
to everyone involved. With thi s kind of research based, empiricall y tested suppot1, it 
appears that the decision to promote marriage, specifically healthy marri age, is a 
va luable undertaking to both individuals and society. 
Types of Premarital Programs 
Premarital education programs typically fall under one of three categories: 
skill s-based, inventories, or inventory-based. A review of each category of programs 
follows. 
Skills-Based Programs 
One of the best known of the di vorce prevention programs is also a program 
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based on years of theoretically driven research. The Prevention and Relationship 
Enhancement Program, or PREP (Markman et al. , 1986, 1988) is a 12-hour, 6-week, 
small -group (4-8 couples) program aimed at teaching ski ll s in conflict management, 
dealing with core relationship issues, and relat ionsh ip enhancement. Couples work with 
trai ned facilitators or "communication consultants" privately as they pract ice the skills 
covered in the seminars. Another format is available in wh ich large groups (20-40 
couples) attend lectures over the course of a single weekend (Renick, Blumberg, & 
Markman, 1992). 
PREP interventions are based on the idea that it is the negative aspects of a 
couple's relationship, particul arly escalation of negative communication patterns during 
discussions, that are key factors in marital distress. Longitudinal research has indicated 
that the quality of communication before marriage and before the development of 
distress in the relationship was one of the best predictors of future marital di stress 
(Renick et al., 1992). Based on this research, couples are taught important differences 
in how males and females communicate, effective speaking and listening skills, 
destructive and constructive styles of communication, expectations and beliefs, sensual 
communication, and four spi ritual values (honor, respect, intimacy, and forgiveness) 
that may impact their relationship. 
Relationship Enhancement (RE; Guerney, 1977; Guerney et al. , 1986) is one of 
the earli est programs developed, and it continues to be widely used. RE focuses on nine 
positive relationship factors: increasing caring, giving, understanding, honesty, 
openness, trust , shari ng, compassion, and harmony. By learning skill s to enhance these 
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relationship factors, RE contends that couples will be able to eliminate or be better able 
to deal with pain and distress in their relationship (Stahmann, 2000). Participants of the 
REprogram show increases in relationship quality and communication when compared 
to control groups (Guemey, 1988), though there have been no longitudinal outcome 
studies to date for this program. 
From Catholicism comes a movement called Marriage Encounter™. Provided to 
an estimated two million married couples during its weekend sessions, a reported 80% 
to 90% of the participants succeed in saving their marriage. Sessions are led by couples 
with successful marital li ves (McManus, 1996). Though not a premarital intervention, 
Marriage Encounter™ has evidenced effective intervention with couples in distress and 
in preventing divorce, w ith 90% of couples who complete Man·iage EncounterTM 
reporting that they fall back in love with their spouse and at a much deeper leve l 
(McManus). 
Such success wit h the Marriage Encounter™ program led to the creation of 
Engaged Encounter,TM which focuses on couples preparing for marriage. These couples 
meet with mentor couples who share details of their own marriage in an intensive 
retreat. Described as more demanding than traditional "Pre-Cana Workshops" that most 
engaged Catholics attend, there is no empirical data to date that supports the efficacy of 
Engaged Encounter™ (McManus, 1994). 
Premarital Inventories 
There are also many questionnaires designed to help determine which marriages 
may be at higher risk for divorce. Two of the most common and comprehensive 
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premarital inventories are FOCCUS and RELATE. 
FOCCUS (Markey et a!., 1985) is the most widely used premarital inventory 
employed in marriage preparation by the Roman Catholic Church. FOCCUS is used by 
approximately two thirds of the Roman Catholic dioceses in the country, as well as over 
500 Protestant churches of varying denominations. The FOCCUS computer service 
currently scores approximately 30,000 forms a year (Williams & Jurich, 1995). 
FOCCUS uses !56 items to assess relationship strengths and areas for growth and is 
intended to help a couple discuss and explore their relationship. This feedback also 
helps clergy tailor their instructions to best help the indi vidual couple (Wi lliams & 
Jurich). FOCCUS is available in a variety of fom1ats, including Spanish, Braille, and 
audiotapes, as well as a nondenominational version for nonCatholic couples. 
FOCCUS helps couples exp lore their relationship in 15 areas: personality match , 
marriage covenant, life style expectations, communication, friends and interests, 
problem solving, parenting, religion and values, second marriages (where applicab le), 
interfaith marriages (where applicable), personal issues (e.g. , jealousy, substance use/ 
abuse, moodiness, and so forth), readiness for marriage, finances, sexuality, and 
extended family (Markey eta!., 1985). 
In a five-year follow-up study, Williams and Juri ch (1995) tracked 333 couples 
who had taken FOCCUS premaritally. They discovered that about 6% of the couples 
responding had broken up before marriage, and another 7% had divorced, armulled, or 
separated, which is lower than the 18% of couples one would predict wou ld be divorced 
after 4 years of marriage. Williams and Jurich were also ab le to reliably predict nearly 
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68% of the tim e that couples could be classified as havi ng high- or poor-quality 
marriages based on Dyadic Adjustment Scale (DAS; Spanier, 1976) scores. ln this 
particular analysis, Williams and Jurich based their prediction on the percentage o f 
questions wi thin a topic area on which hoth partners agreed w ith the preferred response. 
RELATionship Evaluation (RELATE; Holman et al., 1999) is a 27 1-item 
instrument designed to measure various aspects of the family of ori gin , individual 
characteristi cs, social contexts, and couple interactiona l processes. Couples who take 
RELATE receive a 20-page report detailing their and thei r partner's perceptions of over 
60 aspects of the premarital relationship (Holman et al., 2000). The report does noi 
necessaril y provide information dramatically di fferent than what couples already know 
and strugg le with in their relati onship , because they are the ones who answer the 
questions that are used to generate the report. Furthermore, RELATE is not presented as 
a di agnosti c tool to tell couples if they should marry or not or if their relationship wi ll 
last (Busby, Holman, & Taniguichi, 2001). Built from a previous instrument ca ll ed the 
Preparation for Marriage Questionnaire (PREP-M ; Holman, Busby, & Larson, 1989; 
Holman, Larson, & Hanner, 1994), RELATE is reportedly the most comprehensive and 
most cost effecti ve premarital assessment too l available to date (Holman et al., 2000). 
In a fi ve-year follow-up study, the predictive power of the instrument was tested 
to see if premarital scores on RELATE could indicate marital outcomes (Meredi th & 
Holman, 2000). Using a 6-item measure of marital quality of the author's own design 
(a. = .86), Meredith and Holman accurately pred icted between highly sati sfied married 
individuals and others groups (broke-up premaritally, unsatisfi ed-marri ed, and di vorced/ 
separated) 85% of the time. Distinguishing among the other three groups proved to be 
very difficult. Two of the groups, unsatisfied-married and divorced/separated, were 
almost indistinguishable premaritally. Meredith and Holman found that those who did 
marry and remained unhappily married generall y reported higher support from the 
woman's parents and from friends for the relationship premaritally, and reported a 
closer and healthier relationship with their parents and future in-laws than did 
individuals who eventuall y divorced or separated. This suggests that a social suppor1 
network can have a predictable influence on marriages by ei ther providing support to 
stay together or pressure to not divorce (Meredith & Holman). 
Inventory-Based Programs 
The use of a comprehensive premarital assessment is a valuable component of 
the premarital education process (Stalunann, 2000). The use of premarital inventories 
allows counselors or clergy to tailor their interventions to the specific couples' needs. 
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Developed by Dr. David H. Olson, a professor of family psychology at the 
University of Minnesota, Premarital Personal and Relationship Eva luation (PREPARE; 
Olson et al. , 1989), is a 125-item questionnaire designed to identify rel ationship 
strengths and work areas (Fowers, Monte!, & Olson, 1996). PREP ARE measures I I 
categories of marital concern. These categories are: realistic expectations, personality 
issues, communication, conflict resolution, financial management, leisure activities, 
sexual relationship, ch ild ren and parenting, family and friends, egalitarian roles, and 
religious orientation. The measure also contains a control scale for the tendency to 
answer items in socially acceptable ways (Olson et al.) . After the questionnaires are 
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scored, the couple meets with a counselor to review a detailed report. This report 
contains both indi vidual and couple profiles. In a few fo llow-up sessions, the counselor 
uses prescribed exercises to help the couple develop ski ll s in the categories in which 
their scores are low (Fowers eta!., 1996). Wi th the ability to predict which couples will 
divorce and which will remai n happily married with about 80% to 90% accuracy 
(Larson & Olson, 1989), PREPARE could be a useful tool to select those couples who 
may benefit most from premarital counseling (Larson et a!., 1995). According to recent 
estimates, about I 00,000 couples complete PREP ARE annually (McManus, 1994) . 
Church-Sponsored Intervention 
The point at which churches normally have the greatest leverage with couples is 
when they ask to be married. Approx imately 75% of marriages in Utah (Utah 
Department of Health, 2000), and 73% of marriages in the U.S. (McManus, 1994) are 
performed by clergy. Furthermore, evidence suggests that the majority of premarital 
counseling or education is undertaken in church settings and conducted by clergy 
(Stalunarm, 2000; Stalunann & Hiebert, 1980; Sulli van & Bradbury, 1997). Premarital 
preparation has been described from a Catholi c perspect ive (Markey, 1998), a Jewish 
perspective (Dalin, 1998), and a Protestant perspecti ve (Anderson, 1998). In performing 
the greatest amount of premarital education, clergy genera lly do so as part of an 
optional or mandatory marriage preparation program before a religious wedding 
ceremony or service is conducted (Stalunann, 2000). 
Churches have been described as "ex isting institutions that contact large 
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numbers of couples at stages of fami ly development that are logically conducive to 
preventive intervention" (Stanley, Markman, St. Peters, & Leber, 1995, p. 393), and, 
therefore, are a clear choice to partner programs that are empirically and scientifically 
based. One such endeavor provided remarkable results using PREP (Markman et al., 
1986, 1988). Stanley, Markman, and Prado (2001) reported on a partnership with local 
clergy in providing premarital education. All couples in this study had volunteered for 
premarital education, and already showed at least some interest in the premarital 
education process and purpose. The first group of couples received premarital education 
by clergy who were trained in the use of PREP. The second group of couples 
participated in the standard program, referred to as "naturally occurring," as commonly 
provided by clergy for couples who were engaged. A third group of couples received 
PREP from the university staff. Following completion of the programs, couples who 
participated in naturally occurring premarital intervention provided by clergy showed an 
increase in negative communication. Couples who participated in PREP showed a 
decrease in negative communication and an increase in positive communication, with 
the couples in the clergy group scoring slightly better than those who worked with the 
university staff. This study evidences the power ofpartnering empirically based 
programs with community resources, especially churches. As PREP creators have 
stated , it is time to bring "empirically validated prevention programs out of uni versity-
based laboratories and into the communities of need" (Stanley eta!., 1995, p. 393). 
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Efficacy of Premarital Programs 
There is no clear consensus as to the measure of premarital intervention 
efficacy. That is, each program or evaluation differs slightly on what it considers 
important in evaluating the effectiveness of premari tal education. For example, research 
on the PREP program often focuses on levels of conflict in couple communication, and 
the intervention is considered a success if negative communication decreases and 
positive communication increases following couples' participation (Stanley et al., 
200 I). Other research focuses on couples reported levels of marital satisfaction and 
adjustment, supposing that higher levels of marital satisfaction translate into a more 
effective intervention (Williams & Jurich, 1995). One common denom inator for any 
premarital educat ion program 's measure of effectiveness is whether or not couples 
remain married over time (Hahlweg, Markman, Thurmaier, Eng!, & Eckert, 1998; 
Markman, Renick, Floyd, & Stanley, 1993; Meredith & Holman, 2000). 
According to recent meta-analyses, programs that are designed to prevent 
marital discord and instabi lity produce reliable improvement in relationship functioning 
compared with no-treatment and placebo control conditions (Gilbin, Sprenkle, & 
Sheehan, 1985; Hahlweg & Markman, 1988). Unfortunately, there are very few 
outcome studies dealing with premarital education in the literature (Stahmann, 2000, 
Stanley, 2001), and those studies that do exist paint a mixed picture of the efficacy of 
premarital education. For example, Sullivan and Bradbury (1997) reported "no reliable 
associations between premarital counseling status and marital outcomes" (p. 29) in an 
18-month longitudinal study of 60 newlywed couples. ln an evaluation of PREP, 
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Markman and colleagues (1993) reported couples who had taken PREP demonstrated 
more positive and less negative communication (a focus of the PREP program), but did 
not differ on scores of marital adjustment. 
However, there is some encouraging news from research on premarital 
education. Hahlweg and co lleagues (1998) reported on a thtee-year follow-up of 
German adaptation of the PREP program. After three years, participant couples showed 
significant ly lower dissolution rates, higher satisfaction scores, and more positive 
communication behaviors in comparison to a control group. 
In the longest study of its kind, Stanley and co lleagues (1995) have tracked 
participants of their PREP program for 12 years. After the first 5 years, 19% of couples 
who had not participated in the PREP program had divorced or separated , compared to 
on ly 8% of couples who had taken PREP (Markman et al., 1993). After 12 years, 
however, the PREP group had a separation or divorce rate of 19%, while the control 
group was up to 28%. Not regarded as a statistically significant difference, the 
researchers suggest the results indicate a need for "booster sess ions" periodically during 
marriage (Stanley et al., p. 395). The lack of statistical s ignificance may also have to do 
more with high attrition in the control group than a lack of difference between the 
groups . Those who participate in the PREP program also have been shown to evidence 
lower rates of physical aggression in marriage by half (Markman et al. , 1993). There is 
also strong evidence that, while low risk couples do not differ after 4 years, high-risk 
couples (e.g., history of parental divorce, domestic violence, or substance abuse) show 
significant advantages in maintaining marital satisfaction scores (Behtens & Halford, 
1994 as cited in Stanley, 200 1). 
One interesting feature of premarital intervention is that between 6% 
(FOCCUS), 8% (RELATE), and I 0% to 15% (PREP ARE) of couples who go through 
these programs dec ide to break their engagements and either postpone or cancel the 
wedding (Meredith & Holman, 2000; Olson, 1983 ; Williams & Jurich, 1995). 
According to Meredith and Holman, it is "clear that those who broke up premaritally 
were wise to do so" (p. 73). They concluded that couples who broke up before they 
married were more simi lar to couples who later divorced or who remained unhappi ly 
married than they were to happily married couples. 
Attitudes and Patticipation in Premarital Programs 
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Though most couples wo uld probably ackJ1owledge, "an ounce pf prevention is 
worth a pound of cure," the adage that "if it's not broken don't fix it" characterizes their 
behavior more accurately, and this tendency places limits on the potential impact of 
mari tal prevention efforts (Olson, 1983). 
According to Sullivan and Bradbury (1997) , in two separate research studies, 
between one third and two thirds of couples they interviewed had participated in some 
form of premarital intervention, with most services taking place in church-related 
settings. Such large fluctuat ions in participation rates may have been due to using a 
convenience sampling method, accepting the first Engli sh speaking couples to respond 
to adverti sements in the Los Angeles area who could readily be scheduled to participate 
in the study. Services used reportedly ranged from I to 200 hours and cost between $0 
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and $2,000. When asked if they would do things differently if they had the choice, the 
vast majority of participants reported they would choose premarital education again. Of 
primary importance in this study is the conclusion that "couples who receive premarital 
counseling tend to be at relatively low risk for marital discord" (Sullivan & Bradbury, p. 
29). 
According to a national sample Gallup poll, fewer than 20% of all U.S. 
marriages are preceded by any premarital education, with very little evidence that what 
was provided was effective. Couples who reported receiving premarital education had a 
dissolution rate of 15%, while those who report no premarital education had a 
dissolution rate of 18% at the time of the survey (McManus, 1994). 
As reported earlier, those couples who do engage in premarital education 
generally describe it as a valuable experience (Sullivan & Bradbury, 1997), but its 
perceived value declines with the length of the marriage (Williams, Riley, Risch & van 
Dyke, 1999). 
Newlywed Years 
Early man·iage is generally characterized by the highest levels of marital 
satisfaction of any time during marriage (VanLanigham, Johnson, & Amato, 2001). The 
early years of marriage also evidence high levels of idealistic distortion (Fowers, Lyons, 
& Monte] , 1996), though there is considerable evidence that this protective viewing of 
the relationship wears off rapidly in some couples. Current divorce statistics indicate 
that half of all divorces reported in any given year occur for couples married less than 5 
years. In Utah, an average of 17% of recorded divorces occurred among couples 
married one year or less (Utah Department of Health, 2000). Some research suggests 
that the steepest decline in marital happiness occurs during the earliest and latest years 
of marriage (VanLanigham et al.) . Tt is also important to note that patterns of romance 
and negativity early in marriage vary considerably in newlyweds and tend to persist 
over time (Huston, Nieh ui s, & Smith, 200 1). 
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Recent studies examining the first few years of marriage reveal that couples 
experience serious conflicts over the use of time, sex, and money (Lawler & Risch , 
2001). For newlyweds, especially in first marriages, the transition from single life to 
married life can be diffi cu lt . Balancing job and family is the number one problem 
reported in a national study of the first 5 years ofmaniage (Lawler & Risch). It is 
interesting to note that when couples were asked how they were doing in the marriages, 
respondents generally reported doing well. However, when their marital adjustment was 
assessed, approximately 20% of both husbands and wives were no better than sl ightly 
adjusted. Further, Lawler and Risch fou nd that a larger percentage of respondents in 
their fourth or fifth year ofmaniage and who were parents scored in the distressed 
range, suggesting that over time, marriage does not get easier; it gets more difficu lt, 
even in the early years of marriage. 
There have been numerous studies examining the early years of marriage and 
factors predicting future marital outcomes. Huston et al. (2001) reported that long-tenn 
marital fate could be predicted by changes in relationships over the first 2 to 3 years of 
the mmTiage. Huston and colleagues concluded that it was not emergence of distress 
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early in marriage that leads to marital failure but a decline of love and overt affection 
that best predicted couples heading for divorce. "Both groups of couples who divorced 
after at least 2 years of marriage . . . came to view their spouses as less responsive, and 
became more ambivalent about their marriage" (Huston et al., p. 248). They suggest 
that disillusionment may underli e divorce later in the marriage, but it is evident in the 
early years of the relationship. 
John Gottman has devoted his career to conducting research that records, 
monitors, and examines couples' interactions. Gottman et al. (1998) recorded and coded 
124 newlywed couples in five 3-minute intervals of a conflict discussion. Using the 
Specific Affect Coding System, Gottman et al. reported being ab le to reliably predict 
marital outcomes over a 6-year period, using just the first 3 minutes of data for both 
husband and wife. If they included the next 12 minutes, the pred iction improved for 
husbands. This suggests that patterns present earl y in the relationship have powerful 
effects on marital stability years later. Some researchers posit that these patterns are not 
the product of matrimony, but are present premaritally, and continue into the marital 
relationship (Markman et al. , 1982). 
Theoretical Framework 
Allan (1993) has suggested that the approach to the study of personal 
relationships evolved over the past 15 years from an emphasis on individual constructs 
to a focus on interactional and relational processes. In both instances the focus has been 
on discrete units, either the individual or dyad , and has ignored wider socia l contexts in 
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which the individual and dyad are embedded (Holman et al. , 2000). Relationshi ps 
develop and are maintained at a number of levels, including the indi vidual, couple, and 
contextual leve ls (Wi lson, Larson, McColloch, & Stone, 1997). In order to gain an 
understanding of the family and its processes, one must take into account the 
multi leveled infl uences of the various contexts in which the fam il y functions. 
Family eco logy is a general theory that can be used to study a wide range of 
prob lems related to famili es and their relationship with various envirotmlents, including 
diverse levels and kinds of external systems. "Since this theory is not based on any 
particul ar family type or configuration, it is appropriate fo r use w ith families of diverse 
structures and national, ethn ic, or racial backgrounds, in di fferen t li fe stages and life 
ci rcumstances" (Bubolz & Sontag, 1993, p. 424). Borrowed from the original scienti fic 
view of eco logy as a broad biological discipline, which ass umes that life and 
environment are inseparab le parts of a greater whole, Bronfenbrenner (1986) asserted 
the necessity to study human development in actual life settings, including the most 
influential setting the developing ind ividual has, the family. Bronfenbrenner has been a 
major influence in advocating a contextual emphasis in eco logica l research in human 
development. He has described the individual' s environment as" ... a set of nested 
structures, each inside the next, like a set of Russian dolls" (Bronfenbretmer, 1979, p. 
3). Bronfenbrenner's model is not a model of fami ly process or family deve lopment per 
se, but provides a framework for looking at ways in wh ich intrafamilial processes are 
influenced by extrafamilial conditions and env ironments (Bubolz & Santag). 
Huston (2000) conceptualizes marital relationships as having three levels of 
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analysis: (a) the society, (b) the individual spouses, and (c) the marri age relati onship . 
He suggests that the three levels "interpenetrate each other, and they operate together in 
a complex, interdependent fashion" (p. 16). The marital dyad, as conceptualized by 
Huston, is "a sphere embedded within a larger social network, or the other individuals 
who consti tute the immediate social environment within which marital acti viti es and 
interactions are embedded" (p. 17). Therefore, mari tal behavior patterns are seen as a 
reflection of the environmental context wi thin which they are embedded. 
Us ually, however, researchers focusing on the dynamics of marital interaction 
study couples as two-person units, as if they rarely spent time together as part of a 
larger social network. Both a wide-angle and a close-up lens must be used to create a 
rich, comprehensive portrait of a marriage relationship. Larson and Holman ( 1994) hold 
that an ecosystemic perspecti ve is the most useful for understanding the development of 
relationships from premarital to marital. Th is ecosystemic perspective "helps us 
understand a couple in the mate selection stage of the li fe course as a deve loping system 
that can and does respond to influences from w ithin and without the system" (p . 229). 
This theory is also useful for research and as an organizing framework for family 
intervention programs (Bubolz & Sontag, 1993). 
The present study examines severa l factors at different levels including 
ind ividual , dyadic, and contextual. From the individual perspective, the present study 
accounts for such factors as age at marriage, education level, parent's marital status , 
religious affi li at ion and religious values. At the dyadic level, many of the individual 
fac tors combine and influence one another. For example, religious homogeneity of the 
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individuals in the relationship has been consistently shown to influence marital 
satisfaction and stabi lity (Heaton & Goodman, 1999; Lehrer & Chiswick, 1993). 
Parent's marital status also has been shown to be a factor in couples marital satisfaction 
and stability (Holman eta!., 1994). Further, dyadic factors such as dyadic adjustment 
(consensus, cohesion, and satisfaction), family income, and use of premarital education 
are measured. At the contextual level, the primary measure is that of religiosity. 
Historically, the role of religious affiliation in the marital relationship has received little 
attention (Lehrer & Chiswick). Examination of a national probability sample indicates a 
wide variety in marital stabi lity patterns between marriages with vario us religious 
compositions, with couples reporting "no religion" at the greatest risk for marital 
disruption and couples reporting homogamous Mormon marriages the most stable 
(Lehrer & Chiswick). 
The stabilizing effect of religious homogamy has been attributed to higher 
religious involvement among religiously homogamous couples (Heaton, 1984), 
denominational proh ibi tion of di vorce (Heaton & Goodman, 1999), and the influences 
that religion asserts on many activities beyond the purely religious sphere (e.g., 
upbringing of children, allocation of time and money, cultivation of social relationships, 
and even the choice of place of residence; Lehrer & Chiswick, !993). Whatever the 
cause, including a measure of religiosity and religious homogamy in a study of marital 
satisfaction and stability appears to be justified. 
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Summary 
At the present time, several premarital programs exist, some based on 
longitud inal scientifically based research. With new emphasis placed on promoting and 
stabilizing marriage at the federal and state level, it would seem prudent to know what 
couples are doing and how effective such programs are at both preventing divorce and 
enhancing marriage. One of the main cri ticisms of research on such programs is the 
quasi-experimental design many such evaluations use. ln evaluating research on many 
programs, it becomes clear that the experimental and control groups are se lf selecti ng; 
that is; those who select premarital education are compared to those who do not select 
premarital education and that there is an inheren t difference already ex isting in the two 
groups before any intervention that predi sposes the experimental group to higher 
marital satisfacti on and longer lasti ng marriages. It seems appropri ate to take a step 
back and look at what couples do naturall y to prepare for their marriage, thei r attitudes 
about premarital education, and its relat ionship to marita l sati sfaction in early marri age. 
Research Hypotheses 
Hypothesis I 
Couples participating in fom1a l premarital education wi ll report higher levels of 
marital satisfaction at 3 years post marriage. 
Hypothesis 2 
Couples participating in premarital education wi ll have more positive attitudes 
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about premarital education and its usefulness than couples who have not participated in 
premarital education. 
Hypothesis 3 
Couples participating in premarital education are no more likely to have sought 
help for their marriages than those who did not participate in premarita l education. 
Hypothesis 4 
Couples participating in premarital education are more likely to participate in 
behav iors that invest in their marriage. 
CHAPTER III 
METHODS 
Research Design 
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T his study used a retrospective survey design to co llect self-report, mail ed 
questionnaire in fom1ation from 145 couples who had been marri ed 3 years. Coupl es 
married 3 years were purposively selected because others have found that levels of 
idealistic distortion decrease after 2 years of marriage, and these couples may o ffer a 
more accurate depiction of marital satisfaction (Fowers et al. , 1996). It has also been 
demonstrated that even the early years of a maJTiage relationship can evidence sharp 
decline in marita l happiness and satisfaction, as 50% of divorces occur w ithin the first 5 
years ofmaiTiage and 30% occur within the first 3 years (Utah Department of Health , 
2000). 
The questionnaire had sections for couple information, as well as ind ivi dual 
sections for both husband and w ife to complete . Coupl es were asked to fill out the 
individual sect ions private ly and return them inside sealed envelopes. One section of th e 
survey was for couples who were no longer married, and could be completed by either 
husband or wife. The survey appears in Appendix A. 
Popul ation and Sample Recruitment 
The population for this study consisted of a ll couples married in Cache County, 
Utah du ring 1998. A complete list of all I ,262 coup les granted maJTi age li censes durin g 
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1998 was obtained from the Cache County clerk's office. A sample was obtained by 
comparing the marriage license list to the most recent version of the Qwest Dex 
telephone directory (August 2001 /2002) for the Cache Valley area. Exact name matches 
were marked and compiled into a database for use in mailing surveys and fo llow-up 
reminders. Names were considered an exact match if the telephone directory listed both 
groom and bride that matched the marriage license list (i.e., Budge, Jason & Lindsay) or 
if the directory li sted only the groom, and it could reasonab ly be determined that no 
other name in the directory matched the name in the marriage license li st (i.e., Bird, 
Darrell L. for Bird, Darrell Leroy). Only telephone directory li st ings with complete 
address information were used . This method resulted in a potential sample of 359 
couples. These couples were call ed in an attempt to verify if they were the couples from 
the marri age li cense records and to enlist their support. After several attempts to contact 
were made, it was possible to remove 89 couples as ineligible to participate because 
they were wrong couples (e.g., not married in 1998), or they had moved from the area 
(e.g., di scotmected telephone numbers), thus reducing the eligible sample size to 270. 
Twenty-three of the origina l 359 couples declined to participate. 
Surveys were mai led to all identified couples followed by reminder postcards to 
all nonresponding couples after 2 weeks. This method resulted in a return o f 94 surveys 
(34.8%). It was di scovered that many surveys had never been delivered due to 
insufficient add ress information co llected from the telephone directory (e.g., missing 
apartment numbers), but it was not possible to determine which or how many surveys 
had not been delivered. Permission was received from the Institut ional Review Board at 
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Utah State Universi ty to contact all nonresponding subjects by telephone to detem1ine if 
they had received the survey, ask if they wou ld be willing to patiicipate, and collect 
complete address infonnation (sec Appendix B). After making several more attempts to 
contact the remaining 176 telephone numbers, 116 couples were contacted and 93 
agreed to participate (30 provided new addresses or apartment numbers for mailing). 
New surveys were mailed with reminder postcards sent after 2 weeks . This effort 
produced an addit iona l 57 responses for a total of !51 responses from a total of 270 
possible subj ects, or 55.9% total response rate. Only 6 of the 151 surveys returned were 
unusable (e.g., incomplete information) and were omitted fro m analysis, for a total 
sample size of 145 (53.7%). 
Sample Demographics 
The majority o f couples were in the first marriage for both partners (86.3%). 
The mean age at marriage for husband and wife were on average 3.5 years lower than 
national ligures for both first and remarriages. The mean age at first marriage in this 
sample for husbands was 23.3 and 2 1.6 for wives. This compares to the national mean 
age at first marriage for husbands of26.9 and 25.0 for wives (Clarke, 1995). The mean 
age at remarri age in thi s sample for husbands was 36.9 and 32.7 for wives. The nati onal 
mean age at remarriage is 40.7 for husbands and 37.0 for wives (Clarke). 
Nearl y 95% of wives and 92% of husbands indicated affil iation with the LDS 
church. This is higher than the 85.4% esti mate for the LDS population of Cache County 
provided by the General Social Survey (American Religion Data Archi ve, 2002). It is 
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also interesting to note that 95.2% of all couples indicate being in a reli giously 
homogonous marriage, with 90.4% being in a homogonous LOS marriage. Religiously 
homogonous marriages have been shown to be more stable than nonhomogonous 
marriages, with homogonous LOS marriages showing one of the lowest divorce rates of 
any religious group (Lehrer & Chiswick, 1993). Along with the high percentage of LDS 
marriages, the vast majority of all couples (71 .9%) reported being married in the Logan 
LOS temple. No fi gures were available from the Logan LOS temp le or from the LOS 
Church headquarters in Salt Lake City, Utah, to which to compare this figure. In a 
random sampl ing from 26 of Utah's 29 counties, a conservative estimate of 46% of 
Utah marriages are reported to be performed in an LOS temple (Schramm, D. Feb. 14, 
2003, personal communicati on). 
On average, couples reported dating for 15. 1 months and being engaged for 4.2 
months for a total mean courtship of 19.3 months. The mode reported by couples for 
dating was six months, plus three months for engagement, resulting in the most frequen t 
time of total courtship reported as nine months. One couple reported 132 months (II 
years) of dating, with six months of engagement. Given the couple's age at marriage, 
this would have meant that they had started dating when the husband and wife were II 
and 13, respect ively. This couple was omitted from thi s analys is, as they may have 
misunderstood the intention of the question or miscalcu lated the actual time spent in 
dating. 
As most couples were early in their first marriage, 22.8% reported having no 
ch ildren and 49.7% reported having one child. All couples reporting three or more 
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children involved at least one spouse being remarried . The median annual income 
reported by couples was $30,000 to 39,000. Other demographic summaries and figures 
are contained in Appendix C. 
Measurement and Variable Measures 
The survey included four sections. The first section collected general 
demographic information from the couple, including age, income, and family 
composi tion. This first section also included questions in regard to courtship, 
engagement, date and place of marriage, and the couple's premarital educational 
experiences. The question regarding place of marriage ti es in with the religious measure 
discussed later because a temple for The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints 
(LOS) is located in Cache County, and couples getting married in the temple must 
demonstrate a higher level of religious activity and commitment than couples choosing 
to get married in a church or civic ceremon y (Heaton & Goodman, 1999). 
The first section of the survey also contained questions for individuals who are 
presently annulled, separated, divorced, or widowed from their 1998 marriage. Based 
on trends in state divorce rates (Utah Department of Health, 2000), it was anticipated 
that of the 270 sample couples, approx imately 25 to 30 would no longer be marri ed. 
Only three (1.99%) respondents reported being divorced. For the purposes of this study 
it was important to identify these couples, as they may have provided valuable 
infonnation on matTiages lasting less than 3 years. 
None of the three di vorced individuals reported any premarital education. When 
asked if they would consider premarital education shou ld they entertain thoughts of 
marriage in the fut ure, all three reported being "somewhat unlike ly" to pursue 
premarita l education. 
The last two sections contained identical questions fo r husband and wife. Each 
section included questi ons on educatio n level, parent' s present marital status, prev ious 
separations and counseli ng experience, religious affili ation, a measure of religious 
values, mari tal sati sfaction, and willingness to invest in their marriage. 
Idler Religious Values Measure 
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The Idler Religious Values Measure focuses on religious values and is intended 
by its creator to measure dimensions di stinct fi·om the va lue the individual places on 
reli gion itself (Idler, 1999). Th is domai n attempts to assess the ex tent to which an 
indi vidual' s behavior reflects an expression of his or her religion and fa ith in everyday 
life. The three- item, Likert-sca led measure is composed o f items borrowed by Idler 
from Benson (1 988) and the Intrinsic/Ex trinsic (VE) Revised Scale (Gorsuch & 
McPherson, 1989). Id ler reported that the VE scale is the single most frequent ly used 
measure in the social scientifi c study of religion. One o f the items is phrased negati vely 
and one includes a moral dimension. These three items exhibit face and content validi ty 
(see Appendix A, numbers 8-1 0). 
The rati onale for selecting this measure was a desire to assess individual 
behavior, and how religious values infl uenced respondents ' behav ior in regu lar life. The 
questions from the Idler measure form a global picture of religious importance in a brief 
forrn. Other measures of religiosity, such as religious commitment, may tap in to the 
larger construct of commitment in general. Therefore, individuals who score high on 
religious commitment may also score high on relationship commitment because they 
possess a higher level of a characteristic called commitment rather than the desired 
construct of reli giousness. 
Revised Dyadic Adjustment Scale 
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As a measure of marital satisfaction, the Revised Dyadic Adjustment Scale 
(RDAS; Busby, Christensen, Crane, & Larson, 1995) was selected. The RDAS is a 14-
item instrument that uses a 0 to 5 (0 to 4 on one item) Likert scale to measure the 
frequency of couples' agreement or disagreement on matters ranging from religion to 
sex. The RDAS is a reli able, valid, and brief instrument with seven first order scales 
(decision making, values, affection, stability, confl ict, activities, and discussion) and 
three second order scales (dyadic consensus, dyadic satisfaction , and dyadic cohesion). 
Evaluation of the RDAS has produced very high internal consistency and 
reliability scores. The RDAS has a Cronbach's Alpha coefficient of.90 and a 
SpeannanBrown sp lit-half reliability coefficient of r = .95 (Crane, Middleton, & Bean, 
2000). Further, each subscale has demonstrated high reliability as shown in Table 1. 
Construct validity also was established when the RDAS was compared with the Marital 
Adjustment Test (MAT; Locke & Wallace, 1959) and the Dyadic Adjustment Scale 
(DAS; Spanier, 1976). The correlation coefficient between the RDAS and the MAT was 
r = .68 (p < .0 1 ). The correlation coefficient between the DAS and the RDAS was r = 
.97 (p < .O l)(Busby eta!., 1995). 
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Table I 
Subscale Reliability Estimates of the RDAS (adapted from Busby eta/., 1995). 
Cronbach' s Guttman SpearmanBrown 
Subscale Alpha Split-Half Split-Half 
Dyadic Consensus .8 1 .88 .89 
Dyadic Satisfaction .85 .88 .88 
D):'adic Cohesion .80 .79 .80 
Busby et al. (1995) also hypothesized " that the RDAS would be an improvement 
over the DAS if it was as successful as the DAS at discriminating between distressed 
and nondistressed samples" (p. 302). The discriminant analyses comparing both 
measures illustrated that the measures were equal in their abil ity to classify cases as 
either nondistressed or di stressed. Both the RDAS and DAS correctly classified 81% of 
the cases, even though the RDAS had fewer items than its predecessor. Verification of 
the RDAS being in the public domain was provided by the first author (see Appendix 
D) so no permission to use this measure or licensing fees were necessary. 
Willingness to Invest In Marriage Scale 
The Willingness to Invest in Marriage Scale (WIMS; Long & Beach, 1992) is a 
60-item measure used to determine a spouse's wi ll ingness to participate in certain 
behaviors related to marital investment. Divided into two parallel fonns (Forms A and 
B), each 30-item instrument asks questions phrased in a true/ fal se form at regarding a 
spouse ' s w illingness to pat1icipate in certain marital investment behaviors even if they 
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were upset with their spouse or if the activity would be upsett ing to themselves. For 
example, one item states: " ! would be willing to pleasantly surprise my spouse more 
often, even if my spouse had greatly di spleased me earli er." The instrument is scored 
wi th "true" responses counting as one point and "false" answers counting as zero points. 
With a range of possible scores between 0-30 on each form, scores higher than 24 
represent a " hi gh" commitment to invest in the marriage (Katz, Long, & Beach, 1995). 
The 60 items on the WJMS were selected from an original pool of600 items 
nominated by marriage therapists. After testing, the 60 items with the highest item-total 
correlati ons were selected. Both Fom1 A and Form B have a coefficient alphas of .87, 
inferring parall el fonn reli ability. Further, the two f01ms have been found to correlate 
strongly with each other at r = .85 (Katz eta!. , 1995). 
The WJMS al so has demonstrated construct validity by correlating with other 
measures of simi lar concepts. For example, when compared to scores on the Dyadic 
Adjustment Scale (DAS ; Spanier, 1976), scores on the WJMS correlated at r = .34 on 
Forrn A and r = .37 on Form B (Katz et a!., 1995). Permission to use thi s measure was 
obtained from the first author and is provided in Appendix D. 
Marital Expectations, Experience, and 
Attitudes 
The author created fi ve questions on marital expectations, experi ences, and 
attitudes regarding premarital education . The purpose of adding these questions was that 
thei r content was not tapped by other measures being used in the current study, and 
provide information regard ing couples' attitudes towards premarita l education. More 
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information was needed on why couples do or do not participate in premarital education 
in order to better develop an effective intervention. 
Role of the Researcher and Bias 
A common section in qualitative research is that of the role of th e researcher in 
the investigation and the effects of bias. Even tho ugh much of the literature comes from 
the area of qualitat ive research methods, its usefu lness for quanti tative methodology 
should not be overlooked. This section is generally included under the Methods heading 
since the researcher is viewed, in qualitative research, as the primary research 
instrument. According to Ely, Anzul, Friedman, Gamer, and Ste inmetz ( 1991 ): 
In presen ting the pros and cons of their work, qualitati ve researchers cannot 
point to the test, the sampling procedures, the stati stical treatment, th e o utside 
expert. They can only point to themselves and to how they decided to sample, to 
treat data, to work with others, to confer w ith experts, to carry out their 
research, and to share their fi ndings. This is so because they are the ir own most 
important instrument. (p. I 03) 
Subjectivity 
As Lewis (2001) noted, research cannot be value- free. From the very incept ion 
of the research project , the researcher is making judgments based on personal and 
philosophical biases. The form ul at ion o f the research question and design are a ll based 
on assumption and the world view of the researcher. Bias is imposs ible to escape (Ely et 
a!. , 199 1). 
A ltho ugh many researchers in social sciences disavow bias and partia lity in their 
research, accordi ng to Miller (1996, p. I 7), "none of us is impartial, even though some 
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of us take a long time to recogni ze it'' Every step of the "scientific method" is 
innuenced and constrained by bias. The underlying assumptions, the research questions 
posed and investigated, and the empirical , observational, and sensory data obtained and 
interpreted, al l renect the values of the researcher in some fashion (Miller, 1996). As 
Scarr (1985) explained, "Each scientist seeks to find 'facts' to ass imilate into his or her 
world view. Thus, each of us is biased by the human tendency to seek 'facts ' that are 
congruent with our prior beliefs" (p. 499). 
For this project, I selected the topic of premari tal education. This selection is 
based largely on my experience and assumptions about the world. Coming from a 
fami ly disrupted by divorce when I was young, divorce has had a tremendous impact on 
my life. I do not doubt that my parents ' marital dissolution was the driving force behind 
my educat ion and training in the field of marriage and family therapy. The impact of 
that decision and process some 30 years ago continues to influence my life course 
today. Being invo lved in conducting parental education about the impact on divorce on 
ch ildren is likely a result of my own negative experience as a ch ild, coupled with a 
desire to help others avoid similar experi ences. 
My experience as a marriage and family therapi st also has biased my view of the 
effect iveness of marriage therapy. Again, marriage therapy is far too often too little and 
too late of an intervention to be of any measurable benefit. Marriage counseling is 
viewed as a remedial effort, with li ttle hope of affecting significant change in behavioral 
patterns that have developed over the course of years of dysfunctional marital 
relationships (Stanley et al., 1995). 
What is needed, in my view, is an intervention prior to the development of 
corrosive relational patterns. Because many of these patterns are evident prior to 
marriage, it makes sense to examine the probable marital stabi lity and satisfaction 
before couples become married. 
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My personal experience, clinical experience, and professional experience have 
all combined in a manner that leads me to the conclus ion that marriage is good and that 
promoting healthy, stable marriages is in the best interest of individuals, couples, 
families, and communities. These are my biases and assumpti ons. This is my 
world view. I am not na·,·ve enough to think that all divorce is bad and that it always 
leads to detrimental outcomes for those involved. I do believe that divorce occurs too 
frequently and for ungrounded reasons, and it is in those cases that an effective 
intervention would prove to be most beneficial. 
Reflexivity 
Since bias is impossible to escape, a method often used by qualitative 
researchers is to discover bias and openly confront it in terms of its impact on the 
research process and outcomes. According to Friedman, "Confronting oneself and one's 
biases was one of the most difficult and thought provoking aspects of being a qualitati ve 
researcher for many students" (Ely et al., 199 1, p. 122). My experience was not 
dissimilar to this description. The ab ility to discern "blind spots" is largely based on 
one's perspective. The abi lity to change perspectives is not an easy task and often is 
benefited from collaboration and debri efing with peers and supervisors. 
As I struggled during the analysis phase to find any analysis of stat istica l 
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significance, I could not get the data to support my views. I reali zed that with a small 
sample s ize taken from a demographically unique population, T would not be able to 
draw many generalizable conclusions. I was, however, hoping for some validation of 
my own assumptions, and when that support was not obvious, my assumptions became 
clearer. l wanted premarital education to be important to these couples and l wanted it 
to have made a major difference in their marriage. It became sad ly apparent that nei ther 
was go ing to hold true. 
As my anxiety rose, the thought of bracketing my biases and assumptions 
returned. "Bracketing" is the process by which the researcher becomes aware of their 
own assumptions, feelings, and preconceptions, and then strives to put them aside in 
order to be open and recept ive to what they are attempting to understand (Ely eta!. , 
199 1 ). By becoming more aware of bias, some researchers become more free to li sten 
openly to the broad experience of others (Farnsworth, 1996). As l paused to "shelve" 
my preconceived ideas and assumptions, I began to review the data and results again, 
thi s time with opetmess and a value for the respondent's experience. What was a 
frustrating experience began to unfold as an enlightening experience. It was 
enlightening not only in terrns of the data, but also for my experience of see ing the data 
from a different perspective. 
Procedures 
Data Collection 
Identified sample couples were assigned an identification number solely for 
purposes of tracking return of surveys and awarding the incentive prizes. Only the 
student investi gator and hi s major professor had access to names and identification 
numbers. 
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Survey packets were mailed to the sample couples. Included in the packet was 
one copy of the self-report questionnaire, two plain white enve lopes, and a 
preaddressed, postage paid envelope. One copy of the questionnaire was mailed for both 
husband and wife, with sections coded and matched for each couple. Due to the 
sensit ive nature of thi s information, couples were instructed to complete the ind iv idual 
sections privately and return them in separate sealed envelopes. This step was taken to 
encourage honest responses. As an incenti ve to return the surveys, couples who returned 
the survey within 2 weeks were eligible fo r a drawing of a $50 dollar gift certificate to a 
local business. 
Ethical Considerations 
Approval of thi s study was granted by the Utah State Uni versi ty [nstitutional 
Review Board (see Appendix B). Couples were inforn1ed in writing that the general 
intent o f this study was to gain a better understanding of premarital education use and 
how it relates to marital satisfaction. Couples also were informed that their participation 
was voluntary and that they could refuse to participate or withdraw from the study at 
any time. Couples were assured that their responses were confidential and that their 
names would not be associated with any specific results or findings generated from this 
study and that they would not be contacted regarding their responses. 
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Dala Management and Research Question Analysis 
All data management and analysis was perfonned using SPSS 10.0 for Windows 
statistical software. Survey responses were entered into SPSS and I 0% were randomly 
checked for data entry accuracy. ID numbers were assigned to each couple so that 
responses could be matched for specific analyses by couple. 
I. Types and quantity of formal premarital education. Descriptive statistics were 
used to describe the types and quantity of forma l premarital education reported by 
couples. The leve l of formality was based on four factors: (a) the amount of time spent 
in premarital education, (b) the number of topi cs covered during premarital education, 
(c) use of premarital testing, and (d) the training level of the person perf01ming the 
premarital education. Post hoc categories were attempted but no c lear patterns emerged. 
With the majority of couples engaging in no premarital education and the remainder 
containing littl e variability, no clear group differences could be detected. 
2. Formal premarital education effectiveness. The effectiveness of the types and 
quantities of premarital education couples use were examined at the discrete level: 
couples either did or did not participate in premarital education. At thi s level , 
correlations and independent t tests were conducted in relation to scores on the Revised 
Dyadic Adj ustment Scale as a measure of marital satisfaction. It was not possib le to 
conduct a logistic regression at the discrete leve l due to insufficient sample size. 
3. Attitudes about premarital education . Attitudes about premarital education 
and its perceived effectiveness were gathered from both couples who did and did not 
participate in premarital education. Descriptive statistics were used to summarize and 
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present responses. For couples who did participate in premarital counseling, their scores 
on perceived helpfulness of their premarital education experi ence were compared to 
their marital satisfaction scores through use of ANOV A. 
4. Seeking help for marriage. Couples who did and did not participate in 
premarital education were compared in terms of their willingness to seek help for their 
marriage should problems arise. Thi s was done using independent t tests and ANOVA. 
A couple's willingness to seek help for problems during their marriage may be related 
to their level of satisfaction with their premarital education experience. Couples who 
indicate that they participated in premarital education also were analyzed for 
willingness to seek help according to sat isfaction with services received. This was done 
through an ANOYA. 
5. Willingness to invest in marriage. Couples who did and did not participate in 
premarital education were compared in terms of their reported willingness participate in 
marriage promoting behaviors. This was done using independent t tests. 
CHAPTERN 
RESULTS 
Psychometric Properties of the Measure Variab les 
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Internal reliability estimates, commonly referred to as "alpha coefficients" or 
"Chronbach 's alpha," estimate how consistently respondents tend to answer in certain 
ways across individual items within each measure. This analysis assesses how each 
question contributes to or detracts from the total reliability within each of the measures 
(Miller, 1986). Higher alpha coefficient's reflect higher consistencies and tend to infer a 
more stable and reliab le measure. Table 2 presents the internal consistency estimates for 
each measure used in this study. 
/cller Religious Values Measure 
An estimate of internal consistency was obtained for the 3 items from the Idler 
Rel igious Values Measure (Idler, 1999) for both husband and wife. Already reported to 
have high content validi ty, the Idler Religious Values Measure demonstrated high 
Table 2 
Internal Reliability Estimates fo r Measure Variables (n = I 43) 
Measure Husband a 
Idler Religious Values Measure .79 
Revised Dyadic Adjustment Scale .89 
Willingness to Invest in Marriage Scale .83 
Wife a 
.78 
.87 
.84 
Total a 
.84 
.93 
.89 
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internal reliabili ty in thi s study, with a Chronbach's alpha coefficient of.84. From a 
possible low score of3 to a possible high score of 15, both husbands (n = 143, M = 
12.05, SD = 2.78) and w ives (n = 143, M = 12.70, SD = 2.57) scored relatively high on 
rel igiousness using thi s measure. It is possible that the internal reliability score and the 
gro up mean may be underreported, as many respondents might have fallen into a 
response pattern, not noticing the second of the three items was reverse coded. 
Approximately 9% of both husbands and wives exhibit a pattern of rating themselves 
very highly on the first and third items and very low on the second item. 
Reports of higher religiosity for those married in the LOS temple was found in 
this sample for both husbands, F(4, 138) = 14.44, p = .00, and wives, F(4, 138) = 10.66, 
p = .00, with those married in the LDS temple scoring significantl y higher on the Idler 
Religious Values measure than couples who were married in other settings. With a 
possible range of scores from 3 to 15, Tab le 3 outlines husband and wife mean scores 
and the location of the couples wedding ceremony. 
Revised Dyadic Adjustment Scale 
As reported earlier, the RDAS (Busby et a!., 1995) has demonstrated high levels 
of internal reliability, as wel l as construct and predicti ve validity. In the present study, 
the RDAS has a Cronbach's alpha coefficient of .93. This suggests a hi gh consistency in 
individual's responses across the 28 items. The RDAS also classified 42 couples 
(28.8%) as having di stressed marri ages by scores from the husband, the wife , or both 
being below 48. 
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Table 3 
Idler Religious Values Scores and Location of Wedding Ceremony (N = 143) 
Husband Wife 
Location n m SD m SD 
LDS Temple 104 12 .95 2.05 13.45 1.75 
Facility (e.g., country club) 17 10.06 2.88 10.53 3.20 
Other (e.g., outdoors, park, etc.) 10 10.00 3.23 10.80 3.43 
County clerk office 9.00 13.00 
Church 11 8.73 3.41 10.64 3.64 
Willingness to invest in Marriage Scale 
In this study, Form A of the WIMS was used for efficiency purposes. Scores 
higher than 24 are meant to represent "high" levels of commitment to invest in the 
marriage (Katz eta!., 1995). Cronbach 's alpha for the WIMS was .89. In the present 
study, both husbands (11 = 144, M = 26.22, SD = 4.18) and wives (n = 144, M = 25.76, 
SD = 3.74) in this sample reported high levels of willingness to invest, with the most 
freq uently reported score for both husbands and wives being the highest possible score 
of30. 
The present study also supported construct validity of this measure, as coup les' 
scores on the WIMS correlated significantly with their scores on the RDAS. Husbands' 
scores on the WIMS Form A and the RDAS correlated moderately at r = .44 (p = .0 I) 
and wives' scores correlated at r = .33 (p = .01). Further, as shown in Table 4, husbands 
Table 4 
Independent Samples !-Test Analysis of Distressed and Nondistressed Husbands' and 
Wives ' Wi//ingness to Invest in Their Marriage 
n M SD p ES" 
Husbands 
Not distressed 117 27.12 3.45 6.04 .000 0.50 
Distressed 27 22.30 4.83 
Wives 
Not distressed 11 3 26.25 3.61 3.00 .004 0.29 
Distressed 31 24.00 3.7 1 
'Effect size calcu lated rn=d/,t(d2+4) 
and wives who report higher willingness to invest had sign ificantly lower incidence of 
distressed marriages, according to scores on the RDAS. 
Research Questions 
Research Question 1: Types and Quantity 
of Formal Premarital Education 
In eva luating the types and quantities of fom1al premarital education used by 
study couples, 45.6% of couples surveyed indicated some kind of premarital education 
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ex peri ence, though what couples cons idered formal premarital education varied widely, 
whil e 54.4% of couples reported no premarital education experience. The variance in 
premarital education experi ence is described in terms of the "Four Ts" of premarital 
education: time, topics, testing, and training. 
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Time. As shown in Table 5, couples who reported participating in premarital 
education spent approximately I O.li hours on average in some kind of premarital 
intervention. This number is somewhat skewed by a relative ly small sample size and 
one couple that reported 60 hours of premarital education, an amount nearly doub le that 
reported by any other couple. When recomputing after removing the outlier couple, the 
mean drops to 9.6 hours, while the median and mode remain unchanged. 
When examining the median and mode, a clearer picture of couple's premarital 
education experience emerges. The most frequently reported amount of time coup les 
( 18.6%) spent in premarital education was I hour. The second highest response, at 
I 0.8% of couples that reported premarital education experience, was 4 hours. 
The trend towards littl e time spent in premarital education became even more 
apparent when couple's reports were categorized according to the time factor, as shown 
in Figure I . Of couples who patticipated in premarital education , the largest group spent 
5 hours or less in premarital education activities. By comparison, the PREP premarital 
Tab le 5 
Time Spent in Premarital Education in Hours 
n Mean Median Mode SD Min/Max 
67 10.6 6 10.9 0.5 - 60 
11-20 hours 
10% 
> 20 hours 
7% 
1-5hou" n 
21% ~ 
None 
55% 
Figure I. Time spent in premarital educati on by categories in hours (N = 146). 
education program requires a minimum of 12 hours of combined instructi on and 
practi ce (Markman eta!. , I 986). 
Topics: On average, most couples reported covering several topics related to 
mari tal stability during their premarital education experiences . Of the 67 couples 
report ing premarital education , the average number of topics covered was 4.9 (SD = 
1. 9). Table 6 presents the frequency of topics that were covered in premarital 
education. 
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It is interesting to note that in a correlational analysis, no significant rel ati onship 
ex isted between the time spent in premarital education and the number of topics 
covered. With a modest posi ti ve correlation (r = .22, n = 67), couples who reported 
spending l hour or less in premarita l education ind icated covering as many top ics as 
couples reporting 20 or more hours spent in premarital education. 
Testing Premarital assessments have been shown to be powerful tools in 
Table 6 
Frequency of Topics Covered During 
Premarital Education (n = 67) 
Topic Frequency 
Communication 92.4% 
Religion 87.9% 
Finances 72.7% 
Children 69.7% 
Con nict reso lution 65.2% 
Intimacy/sex 53.0% 
Family of origin 34.8% 
Wedding plans 12.1% 
predicting later marital quality. Some are able to reliab ly predict wh ich couples will be 
happily married for at least the first five years of marriage approximately 85% of the 
time (Meredith & Holman, 2000). Even with this kind of empirical support, many 
researchers view premarital assessment as a vita l strategy in identifying strengths and 
challenges in new marriages, rather than as screening tools to indicate who should or 
should not get married (Holman eta!. , 2000). Only 4.5% of respondents in this stud y 
who participated in premarital education indicated taking any premarital assessments, 
surveys, or questionnaires . 
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Training. As can be seen in Figure 2, the vast majority of premarital education 
was provided in rel igious settings, with nearly 54% of respondents ind icating that thei r 
religious leader had provided their premarital education, and another 43% of 
respondents repor1ing that their premarital educat ion came through a religious class. 
The other 3% of couples reported reading relationship and marriage enhancement 
literature, and meeting with parents and family to discuss important issues related to 
marital sati sfaction. No couples reported using a profess ional counselor or marri age 
therapist as a provider of premarital educati on. 
With over 90% of the sample reporting affiliation with the LOS church, the two 
largest providers of premarita l educati on appear to be the local LOS lay clergy ca ll ed 
Bi shops and the LOS Institute of Reli gion 's "Preparation for Eternal Marri age" c lass, 
commonly referred to as "marriage prep." [n personal communication with two Bishops 
(P. Manning, personal conununication, April 21, 2002; J. Barlow, personal 
communicat ion , September, 15, 200 I), and an Institute instructor (S. Leavitt, personal 
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Figure 2. Providers of premarital education (n = 67) . 
Other Professional 
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comm unication, October 30, 2001), it became clear that these providers had no traini ng 
in premarital education. When asked about curricu lum and training for hi s "marriage 
prep" class, the institute instructor indicated that at the present time there is no approved 
curricu lum for the course and that each instructor teaches what they beli eve to be 
important and relevant. He added, "Currently, I am winging it. " 
Participating in a religious class could be of some benefit because of the time 
and structure involved. On average, couples who reported participating in a religious 
class reported an average of 18.6 hours in premari tal education , wh il e those who met 
with their religious leader reported an average of 3.9 hours. Ranging in hours from 3 to 
60, the mode reported by re li gious class participants was 20 hours spent in marital 
preparations. When looking at the structure of the LOS Institutes "maniage prep" class, 
it is a two-semester hour class that should result in a minimum of 30 hours of class time. 
It is possible that respondents may have misca lcul ated or misunderstood how to report 
time spent in thi s setting. 
In examining the types and quantities of premarital educat ion in which couples 
partic ipated, it appears that littl e fom1a l premarital education took place. In a heuri stic 
model of premarital education in Cache County, Utah, the profile for th e typ ica l couple 
in the present study who reported participating in premarital education is spend ing one 
hour covering four topics with no testing provided by a clergy m ember not trained in 
marriage preparation. 
Research Question 2: Formal Premarital 
Education Effectiveness 
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At the discrete level of analysis, couples who reported part icipating in premarital 
education did not score significantly higher on any of the seven RDAS first order 
subsca les (decision making, values, affection, stabi lity, conflict, acti viti es, and 
discussion), or the three RDAS second order subscales (dyadic consensus, dyadic 
sati sfaction, and dyadic cohesion) for either husband or wife. There were also no 
significant findings for husbands, t( 142) = -1 .08, p = .282, or wives, t( 142) = -.68, p = 
.499, on their total RDAS scores for couples who did and did not partic ipate in 
premarital education. 
When classifying couples according to their total RDAS scores as either 
distressed or nondistressed , 28.8% of all couples (husband , wife, or both) scored in the 
distressed range (total RDAS score < 48). O f the couples who scored in the distressed 
range on the RDAS, 62% reported no premarital intervention , while 38% reported some 
premarital education . Though this finding is interesting, it is not stati sticall y significant, 
Pearson / (1 , N= 143) = 1.44, p = .23, and is likely an effect of selection bias, and not 
a function of participation in premarital interventions. 
Quantities of premarital education were analyzed according to time (hours spent 
in premarital education) by correlati on and a one-way ANOV A, based on categories of 
time previously described in Figure 1. Correlational analysis showed no signifi cant 
relation between the number of hours spent in premarital education and marital 
satisfaction outcomes for either husbands (p = .46) or wives (p = .92). Thus, using 
co rrelati on analysis, it appears that spending 1 hour in naturally occurring premarital 
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education programs was just as effecti ve for these couples as spending 20 hours in 
naturally occurring premarital education , or doing nothing. When analyzed by category 
of time spent in premarital education, no statistically significant difference in marital 
sati sfaction exists between husbands (p = .75) and wives (p = .99) by time spent in 
premarital education and having no premarital education experience. Though not 
statistically significant, a pattem ex ists for couples participating in 6 to I 0 hours of 
premarital education. This group scored consistently higher on the RDAS satisfact ion 
subscale and total scores. This trend, displayed in Figure 3, shows a greater benefit for 
husbands than for wives in the "6 to I 0 hours" category. 
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Figure 3. Mean RDAS total scores for husbands and wives by categories of time spent 
in premarital education (N = 146). 
In tenns of topics covered, a modest but significant correlation between the 
number of topics covered and the wife's RDAS dyadic satisfaction subscale score (r = 
.24, p = .034) was discovered , but no other significant results were found based on 
top ics for either husband or wife marital sati sfact ion outcome. 
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IJ1 terrns of training of providers, an independent samples !-test was used to 
analyze scores on the husband and wife RDAS dyadic satisfaction subscale sco res and 
RDAS total scores. In all cases, scores were nearly identical and not statist ically 
significant between the two major providers of premarital education, "religious leader" 
and "religious class" for husbands (p = .GO) or wives (p = .95) 
Bivariate plots were used to detect any nonlinear relationships between key 
independent variables, such as hours spent in premarital education and topics covered, 
and outcome variables ofRDAS tota l scores and satisfaction subscale scores for both 
husband and wife, with no di scernable pattern found. Demographic variables, including 
husband and wife age at marriage, difference in age at time of marriage, husband and 
wife education levels, income, also were analyzed using bivariate plots , resulting in no 
discernab le patterns related to marital adjustment or satisfaction as measured by the 
RDAS. 
On closer examination, two variab les did predict marital satisfaction better than 
participation in premarital education, though there were no significant interaction 
effects between premarital education and these variables. These factors were analyzed 
based on their relation to marital satisfaction and stability reported in previous studies 
(see Bradbury & Fincham, 1990; Heaton & Goodman, 1999). First, in examining the 
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couples's parents' marital status, the husband' s parents' marital status was more related 
to both husbands and wives scores on the RDAS than was premarital education. For 
example, when husbands reported participation in premarital education , on average, 
their total RDAS score increased from 51.2 to 52.5 when compared to husbands 
reporting no premarital education. By comparison, husbands whose parents were 
married averaged total RDAS score of 52.2, while husbands whose parents were 
divorced averaged a total RDAS score of 47.6. Table 7 shows a significant difference 
for both husbands' and wives' total RDAS scores based on the husbands parents being 
either married or divorced. The same relation is not true for the wives' parents' marital 
relationship, with no significan t relation found for either husbands or wives total RDAS 
or satisfaction subscale scores. 
Table 7 
Independent Samples t-Test Analysis of Husband's Parents Marital Status and RDAS 
Total Scores for Husbands and Wives 
n M SD p ES' 
Husband's RDAS total scores 
Husband's parent's married 105 52.2 6.89 .2.61 .010 .265 
Husband's parent's divorced 22 47.6 9.65 
Wives RDAS total scores 
Husband's parent's married 105 52.7 6.49 2.39 .0 19 .235 
Husband' s parent's divorced 22 48.8 9.40 
'Effect size calculated rv).=di,_/(d2+4) 
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The second vari able that produced significant results in terms of marital 
sat isfaction was the place the couple reported being married. In looking at couple's 
classificat ion as either having a distressed or nondistressed marriage, the strongest 
predictor of having a nondistressed marriage was being married in the LDS temple. 
Tabl e 8 shows that couples who are married outside the LOS temple, in either a church 
or civ il ceremony, have a nearly 50/50 probability of being in a distressed marri age, 
with slightly more couples being nondistressed. If a couple reported being married in an 
LOS temple, the probability of being in a nondistressed marriage increased to nearl y 
80%, with just over 20% di stressed. Th is difference was found to be stati stically 
sign ifican t, Pearson·/ (2, N = 146) = 8.60, p = .014. 
Research Question 3: Attitudes About 
Premarital Education 
Of the 67 couples who reported participating in some kind of premarital 
education, 53.7% reported being "somewhat interested" and 35.8% reported being 
Table 8 
Crosstabulation Analysis of Marital Distress by Place of Marriage 
Variable 
Nondistressed 
Distressed 
LOS Temple 
(n = 105) 
82 (78. 1%) 
23 (21.9%) 
Place of marriage 
Church 
(n = 11) 
6 (54.5%) 
5 (45.5%) 
Other 
(n = 30) 
16 (53.3%) 
14 (46.7%) 
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"very interested" in premari tal education at the time o f the intervention. In tem1s of 
helpfulness to their marri age, nearly three fo urths of couples reported their premarital 
educati on as being helpful to their marri age. One couple did indicate that their 
premarital education experience was " very unhelpful" to their marri age, but was 
removed from analysis after rev iewing their responses to other items. This coup le 
reported spending 24 hours in a class setting, covering eight rel evant topics, being very 
interested in the class at the time, and wi lling to de finitel y recommend premarital 
education to other engaged couples, but indicated on the survey that their experi ence 
was "very unhelpful" to their marriage. This couple was removed from anal ys is because 
it is likely their last response was a mistake, as neither husband nor wife scored in the 
di st ressed range on the RDAS. 
Partic ipants in premarital education also were in favor of other engaged couples 
p3!1icipating in similar activities. Just over 88% of couples indicated they "probably 
would" or "definite ly would" recommend premarital education to engaged couples. In 
an analys is of variance, couples who pa1 icipated in premarital education were 
significantly more likely than couples w ith no premarital education experi ence to 
endorse the use of a class prior to marri age. When asked to rate their level of agreement 
to the fol lowi ng statement: "I think couples should have some kind of class pri or to 
getting married," husbands, Pearson x2 (3, N ~ 143) ~ 23 .80,p ~ .000, and wives 
Pearson x2 (3, N ~ 143) ~ 18.90, p ~ .000, were sign ificantly more likely to agree or 
strongly agree with thi s statement when they had participated in premarital education. 
It was hypothesi zed that couples who expressed greater sati sfaction with 
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premarital education would benefit from it more than couples who expressed 
dissatisfaction. This hypothesis was tested with an analysis of variance based on 
category of level of how helpful they thought the premarital education was currently to 
their marriage. No statistically significant differences existed between those who 
reported premarital education as being somewhat unhelpful to their marriage (n = 2) and 
couples who reported premarital education being very helpful (n = 1 0) in terms of total 
RDAS scores for husbands (p = .231) or wives (p = .131 ). The lack of statistical 
significance is most likely due to small sample size in the categories. The information in 
Figure 4 ciearly shows a trend of higher scores on the RDAS among couples who 
reported higher levels of helpfulness from their premarital education experience. In fact, 
for wives, there is a 1 0-point difference between those who said premarital education 
was somewhat unhelpful to those who said it was very helpful. 
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Of couples who did not indicate any premarital preparation experience (n = 80), 
87% reported that no one had talked to them or offered them premarital education. Had 
they received a personal invitation to premarital education, 59.7% of couples indicated 
it was "somewhat likely" or "very li kely" they wou ld have participated. When asked 
what they would do if the individual performing the ceremony had asked them to 
parti cipate in premarital education, 69 .4% of couples said they would have participated. 
Of the couples who indicated reluctance to participate, 38.2% indicated a $ 100 state tax 
credit wo uld make a nice incenti ve. Another 38.2% indicated a gift certi fi cate to a loca l 
business wo uld have persuaded them to participate in premarital education. On iy 2.8% 
of couples expressed complete refusal t:o participate in premarital education. The two 
most common reasons given fo r refusa l to participate fell into the categori es of"We 
were in love/Didn ' t need it" and "Too littl e time before the wedd ing/Sh011 court ship ." 
In order to gain a clearer understand ing of couples' perceptions of marital 
preparation in general, five questio ns were asked about their atti tudes towards certain 
types of preparations, and how well they beli eved they knew their spouse prior to 
getting married. When asked how much they agree or disagree with the statement :"! 
wi sh l had known more about marriage before getting married," 60.8% of wives and 
63.6% of husbands either disagreed or strongly disagreed. There was no signifi cant 
difference for husbands, Pearson i (3, N = 146) = .70, p = .874, or w ives, Pearson x2 
(3 , N = 143) = .58, p = .901, between those who did and did not participate in 
premarita l education . Even though there is no significant difference between premarital 
education groups, nearly 40% of all couples in th is study indicated they would have 
liked to know more about mmTiage prior to getting married. 
When asked how much they agreed or disagreed with the statement: "I think 
couples should have some kind of class prior to getting married," 76.2% of wives and 
62.9% of husbands agreed or strongly agreed. As mentioned earli er, there was a 
sign ificant difference for husbands, Pearson l (3 , N = 143) = 23.80, p = .000 and 
wives, Pearson x2 (3 , N = 143) = 18 .90, p = .000, with those who had premarital 
education more likely to endorse the use of a class over those who reported no 
premarital education experience. 
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The statement "I think couples should be required to pass a test before getting 
married," was overwhelmingly unpopular among all couples, with 93.0% of wives and 
90.9% of husbands either disagreeing or strongly disagreeing. There was no sign ificant 
difference for husbands, Pearson·/ (3 , N = 143) = 1.15 , p = .765, or wives, Pearson l 
(3 , N = 143) = 5.05,p = .168 between those who did and did not participate in 
premarital education. It is still remarkable that 7% of wives m1d 9. 1% of husbands 
agreed with mandatory testing prior to marriage, although this may be an example of 
socially desirable responses, rather than a true desire to regulate marriage more 
stringently. 
When asked how much they agree or disagree w ith the statement: " I knew my 
spouse well before getting married," 89.5% of wives and90.2% of husbands agreed or 
strongl y agreed. There was no significant difference for husbands, Pearson l (3, N = 
143) = 2.8l,p = .422, or wives, Pearson l (3,N = 143) = 1.13, p = .7 10 between those 
who had premarital education and those who reported no premarital education 
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experi ence, indicating the premarital education that was performed did not facilitate 
couples leaming about one another. There is, however, a significant difference in 
responses to this statement when examining length of courtship. Both husbands, F(3, 
142) = 8.02, p = 000, and wives, F(3, 142) = 9.30, p = 000 were more likely to agree 
or strongly agree that they knew their spouse well if they had a longer courtship. Figure 
5 shows a clear pattem of how well a respondent indicated they knew their spouse 
according to how long they courted. 
Further, how well wives tho ught they knew their husbands prior to marriage is 
significantly related to marital distress, Pearson l (3 , N = 143) = 8.56, p = .036, with 
wives who endorsed not knowing their spouse well befo re marriage more likely to 
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Figure 5. Level of agreement with the statement "I knew my spouse well befo re getting 
married" and length of courtship. 
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report bei ng in a di stressed marri age, based on RDAS scores. It is interesting to note 
that whil e couples with longer courtships report knowing their spouses better, and how 
we ll wives knew their husbands was related to marital distress, a trend in the data 
suggested di stressed couples actually dat ed longer, an average of6.5 months longer, 
than nondistressed couples, t( 141) = -1.83, p = .069. 
Research Question 4: Seeking Help 
for Marriage 
Although husbands who part icipated in premarital education reported being 
sign ificantly more likely to seek help should their marriages become di stressed, Pearson 
x2 (3, N = 143) = I 0.1 0, p = .018, neither husbands nor wives who participated in 
premarital education reported actually seeking help more often than co uples who 
reported receiving no premarital education . With on ly 10.6% of couples who reported 
premarital education actually hav ing sought help for their marriage, compared to 7.8% 
of couples who did not have premarital educati on, the differences again indicate slightl y 
more proactive behaviors from couples who participated in premarital education, but the 
differences are small. It is also particularly interesting to note an overall re luctance to 
seek help for marriages. In couples whose total RDAS scores were in the di stressed 
range (n = 43) , 82.5% of husbands and 77.5% of wives reported not having sought 
marriage counseling. 
It is important to note that among survey participants, 75.0% of wives and 
8 1.3% of husbands indicated never or rarely experiencing times in their marriage when 
they considered counseling. It is also important to note that as a group, both couples 
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who reported and did not report premarital education experience were relatively happil y 
man·ied, with 71.2% of all couples scoring in the nondistressed range on the RDAS. 
Therefore, it seems unlikely that many couples in either group would have sought 
marriage counseling at this point in their marriage. 
Research Question 5: More Likely to 
invest in Marriage 
Compared to couples who did not engage in premarital education, couples 
participating in premarital education showed more wi llingness to invest in their 
marriage. The differences, shown in Table 9, are small but statistically significant for 
husbands, with a trend in the data for wives. It is not possible to determine if this is an 
Table 9 
Independent Samples t-Test Analysis of Husbands · and Wives· Willingness to invest in 
Their Marriage 
n M SD p ES' 
Husbands 
Premarital education 67 27.0 3. 11 -2. 13 .035 .18 
No premarital education 77 25.5 4.85 
Wives 
Premarital ed ucation 67 26.4 3.71 -1.90 .062 .16 
No premarital education 77 25.2 3.70 
' Effect size calculated ry).=d/'V(d2+4) 
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effect of premarital education, or if couples who pat1icipated in premari tal education are 
more likely to invest in their marriage from the beginning. Even though the differences 
are statistically significant, it is interesting to note that scores on the WIMS for both 
husbands and wives who did not participate in premarital education are in the "high" 
willingness to invest range(> 24). 
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CHAPTER V 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
Sum mary of Research Questions 
This study explored couple attitudes about, participation in, and effect of 
premarital education on marital satisfaction in a sample of couples man·ied 3 years. It 
was hypothesized that few couples would have participated in formal premarital 
education, and that participation in premarital education would result in higher levels of 
marital satisfaction relati ve to couples that did not participate in such programs. Thi s 
study also assessed general atti tudes of couples marri ed 3 years regarding premarital 
education. Finally, it was hypothes ized that couples who participated in premarital 
educat ion wou ld also report engaging in other relationship-enhancing behaviors in thei r 
maniage. The fo llowing secti ons discuss major findi ngs and possible explanations for 
these findings. 
Types and Quantity of Formal Premarital 
Education 
ln evaluating premarital education as it currently ex ists in Cache County, Utah, 
it appears from this sample that the majority of couples participated in no premarital 
education, w ith another sign ificant proportion parti cipating in relatively little such 
education. Over three fourths of couples in the sample reported five or less hours 
(including no hours) of premarital education . No couples sought profess ional assistance 
for premari tal education , and very few completed any type of premarital inventory or 
testi ng. In terms of the "Four T's" of premarital education, no couples in the sample 
participated in programs that met the requirements for ex isting forma l premarital 
education programs (si1,'11ificant time, several topics, premarital testing, and a trained 
provider) . 
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One important finding in thi s sample that is consistent wi th prev ious research 
relates to the provider of premarital education serv ices. Of couples who participated in 
premarital education in the current study, the vast majority (97%) did so within a 
religious setting (clergy or religious class). Other studi es have reported that the majority 
of premarital education was prov ided by religious leaders or in religious settings 
(Stahmann, 2000; Stahmann & Hiebert, 1980; Sullivan & Bradbury, 1997). This finding 
is important because most religious leaders lack forma l training to perform such 
services. Even though churches "are logica lly conducive to preventive intervention" 
(Stanley eta!. , 1995, p . 393), research into the effecti veness of such naturally occurring 
interventions has not been support ive of their efficacy. Stanley eta!. (200 I) found an 
increase in negati ve communication in couples fo llowing participation in naturally 
occurring premarital education provided by untrained clergy. Their finding may be due 
to the surfacing of differences or issues between the couple with no skill s-based training 
offered on how to deal with the new information . Stanley and colleagues found the most 
effective intervent ion to be provided by clergy who were trained in PREP, a formal , 
structured, ski ll s-based program. 
With such a large base of religiously active couples, it wou ld ap pear that 
training local clergy and other providers in an empirically tested , skill s-based program, 
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such as PREP, could have significant impact on the ability of clergy to provide effective 
premarital education, especially to high risk couples. Such a trai ning program could also 
increase the prevalence of couples deciding to participate in such programs by 
increas ing the number of clergy who invite couples part ic ipa te. Clergy awareness of 
premarita l education reso urces and their ability to provide a quality service may be a 
factor in increasing the likelihood of their providing effective services. With such a 
large proportion of the population in Cache coun ty (and in the broader Utah population) 
being affiliated w ith the LDS church, endorsement by the LDS of such trai ning 
programs may serve to increase both clergy and couples' wi llingness to pat1icipate in 
such programs. 
Relation of Premarital Education to Marital 
Adjustment and Satisfaction 
One might conclude from thi s study that a premarital education program is not 
needed, as many couples elected to participate in premarital education and they 
appeared no better off in their maniages at 3 years than couples who did nothing. Given 
the profile of couples premarital education based on the "Four T' s" of premarital 
educati on described above, it is not surprising to discover no significant difference in 
couples who did and did not participate in premarital education. Since many couples 
who reported participating in premarital education spent relatively little time, covered 
few topics, and did no testing with an untrained c lergy member, it seems logica l that 
there would be little difference between couples who reported premarital education and 
those who reported none. Further, with so many couples reporting being manied in the 
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LDS temple, and with being married in the LDS temple having a stronger effect on 
marital satisfaction and adjustment than premarital education participation, it seems 
unlikely to have fou nd any significant difference between the premarital education and 
nonpremarital education groups. 
It may also be argued that an empirical ly tested, skills-based program is exact ly 
what is needed because what is being done at the present time in terrns o r premarital 
education is no better than do ing nothing. Even though couples reported covering many 
top ics relevant to marital success, on average they did so in a relati vely short ti me with 
an untrained religious leader. Furthermore, even though it was not statist ically 
significan t, a hi gher proportion of distressed couples did not partici pate in premarita l 
education, suggesting that the premarital educat ion that does exist naturall y in the area 
is missing the high risk couples who wou ld likely benefit the most from such serv ices. 
By training religious leaders in premari tal education and by target ing high-risk 
couples, it may be possible to promote more healthy and stable marriages fro m their 
inception. Through the use of a premarita l assessment, such as FOCCUS or RELATE, it 
may also be poss ible to reduce the numbers of high-ri sk marriages, as it has been shown 
th at between 6% and 15% of couples choose to delay or break their engagement after 
completing such questionnaires (Mered ith & Holman, 2000; Olson, 1983; Wil liams & 
Jurich, 1995). The key to success in these endeavors would be identifyi ng at-risk 
couples and connecting them to a premarital education program . Again, clergy are the 
logical choice for this assignment, as many clergy work with couples prior to the 
weddi ng and seem to have a proclivity for both premarital education and identifying 
wh ich couples may benefit most from such interventions (Stanley et al. , 2001). 
Attitudes of Couples About Premarital Education 
and Its Usefulness 
Overall, couples in th is study were supportive of some fo rm of premarital 
educat ion, regard less of whether or not they had participated in any themselves. Very 
few couples were completely opposed to pa11icipating in premarital education. It is 
interesting to note that of the eighty couples that did not participate in premarital 
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educat ion, nearly 60% reported at least some interest if someone wou ld have offered the 
service. If the person who offered the service was the same one who was perfom1ing the 
ceremony, nearly 70% of couples who did not participate in premarital education 
rep011ed wil lingness to go through some type of program. Also of interest is that nearl y 
40% of all couples, including those who had already participated in premarital 
education, indicated they wou ld have liked to know more about marriage prior to the 
wedding. 
Some states have provided incentives to encourage couples to engage in 
premarital education. At the present time, both Florida and Ari zona offer such 
enti cements to couples who choose to participate premarital education. Florida offers a 
50% reduction in the marriage license fee for couples who complete a marriage 
preparation course. Arizona offers a $100 doll ar state tax credit fo r couples who 
complete at least 6 hours of premarital education (Fagan, 2001). In the present sample, 
of the 23% (n = 34) of couples who responded to the incentive question, their responses 
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were evenly sp lit between a $100 dollar tax credit and a gift certificate to a local 
business as the best incentives for partici pating in premarital education. 
Couples that participated in premarital education were overwhelmingly 
sup portive of its helpfulness in their marriage, with some indication that those who 
thought it was more helpful scoring higher on a measure of marital sat isfacti on and 
adjustment. These same couples also were in favo r of engaged couples participating in 
some kind of class or other premarital intervention. 
Premarital Education and Seeking Help fo r 
Their Marriage 
Even though there is some indication that couples who participated in premarital 
ed ucation were more likely to seek help for their maniages than couples who did not 
parti cipate in premarital education, their were no stati stica ll y signi ficant results 
detectab le in the present sample. Husbands who participated in premarital educat ion did 
indicate more willingness to seek help for their maniage than husbands who had no 
premarita l education, but thi s difference had not yet materialized into action, even 
though 28 .8% of couples scored in the di stressed range on the RDAS. Along with 
scores on the RDAS, the attitude of husbands who participated in premarita l education 
towards seeking help may indicate husbands benefit more from premarital interventions 
than do wives . Similar differences have been noted in prev ious studies (Behrens & 
Halford , 1994 as ci ted in Stanley, 200 1; Markman et al., 1993). There was an overall 
reluctance by all couples in the study to seek help for their distressed maniages. This 
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may be for a variety of reasons, including only one spouse perceiving the marriage as in 
trouble and the social stigma attached to being "in therapy." 
Premarital Education and Investing 
in Marriage 
Even though couples who participated in premarital education scored higher on 
marital investment, it is important to recognize that husbands and wives in both the 
premarital education and the nonpremari tal education gro ups scored in the high 
investment range on the WIMS. This suggests that most couples in this study reported a 
willingness to engage in marriage investment behaviors. 
Even with these data available, there remained a statistically sign ificant 
difference between husbands who did and did not participate in premarital education in 
terms of their willingness to invest in thei r marriage. The mean scores for husbands 
with no premarital education ex perience (25.5) and those with premari tal education 
experience (27.0) went from high will ingness to invest to slightly higher willingness to 
invest. The same pattern was true for wives, though the difference was smaller. This 
suggests that couples who are already wi lling to invest in their marriage choose to be 
involved in premarita l education. This finding may support the argument that it is not 
the premarital education that helps marriages; rather, couples who choose to emoll in 
premarital education are also those who are more willing to invest in their marriages 
overa ll. It also may be that the premarital education somehow enhanced the husband 's 
desire to invest in their marriage, thereby increasing overall marital sati sfaction. 
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The most significant fi nding from examining couples' wi llingness to invest in 
their marriages was that couples who reported higher wi llingness to invest experienced 
less likelihood of marital distress. Both husbands and wives who scored in the 
distressed range on the RDAS scored significantly lower on the WIMS than 
nond istressed couples, and below the cutoff score for high investment. 
Limitations and Suggestions for Future Research 
Any conclusions drawn from this study must be quali fied by the li mitation of the 
sample and research design. This study was not designed to represent the genera l 
population of the United States or even Utah as a who le. This study was specificall y 
des igned to sample rural Utah, specifically Cache Co unty, and the need of couples early 
in their marriages for premarital education. The small sample size and its unique 
characteristics were affected by several fac tors. 
First, the presence of an LOS temple in Cache County artifi cially increased the 
num bers of marri ages in the county by couples traveling from outside the county and 
stale to get married here. This is reflected in the marriage rate for Cache county 
( 14.6/l ,000 population) , which is much higher than in the neighboring Box Elder (7.1) 
and Rich (5.6) counties, as well as being above the state average (10.9) . The same 
pattern is present in other rural Utah counti es where LOS temples are located, including 
Washington County (14.0) and Sanpete County (37.2; Utah Department of Health, 
2000). The presence of Utah State Universi ty, with its over 23 ,000 students, also 
infl ates the areas numbers of matTiageable age you ng adults with genera ll y transient 
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residents, possibly marrying and then mov ing. Based on figures avai lab le from the Utah 
Department of Health, there were approximately 470 too many marriages in Cache 
County in 1998 for a county with its population. Having couples come from areas 
outs ide of Cache County and couples who man·y and then move made initial 
identi fication and location of potential study participants difficult. 
Second, it is likely that relatively large subsamples of the total sample did not 
ret urn the survey. For example, over 98% of respondents were sti ll married. Based on 
figures from the Utah Department of Health (2000), approximately I 0% of the sample 
couples should have been divorced or had matTiages annull ed. In examining marital 
sat isfacti on and adjustment scores in the sample, it also appears that the group th at 
responded was over represented by couples who were very happy in their marriages. It 
is likely that most couples who were unhappy with their present marriage or who were 
already separated or divorced did not respond. Given the high rate of marital di sso lution 
in the early years of marriage, it seems likely that many couples with unsatisfying or 
unstable marriages may have already separated or divorced and not returned the 
surveys. This under-representation of less satisfied and divorced couples is likely to 
have contributed to the overall inflation of marital adjustment and sati sfaction scores as 
discussed in Chapter 4, thereby reducing the abi lity to find statistical significance in 
many of the analyses and reducing the variab ility of the couple 's responses . 
Despite having a small sample size, the unique characteristics of Cache County 
were represented in the sample. The largely LDS community with predominantly 
homogomous LDS temple marriages skewed the sample. Because previous research has 
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demonstrated ex tremely low divorce rates for LOS temple marriages (Heaton & 
Goodman, 1999), we should expect a largely happily married LOS sample, which is 
exactly what was fo und. Compared to other sources of information (American Religion 
Data Archi ve, 2002), however, the current sample was overly representative of the LOS 
population , thus under representing those of other religious denominations. Future 
studies should be designed to be more representative of Cache County's religious 
composition. 
One more factor that could have lead to an inflation of soc iall y desirab le 
responses was the wording in the cover letter mailed with the survey. In describing the 
purpose of the study, the participants were informed that one aspect of the study was to 
examine what, if any, re lation premarital education plays in marital satisfaction (see 
Appendi x A). This in fo m1 ation may have biased couples responses to the survey and 
presented on overly favorable view for premarital education. 
One question that is raised by the present study concerns the present divorce rate 
in Cache County. As reported by Utah Office of Vital Records and Statisti cs, Cache 
County has a higher than average marriage rate and lower than average divorce rate 
when compared to Utah averages (Utah Oepm1ment of Hea lth, 2000). The higher 
marriage rate can be explained by the two factors previously addressed (i.e ., presence of 
an LOS temple and Utah State Uni versity). 
The quest ion of what explains the lower than average divorce rate remains. 
Given the high stability o f homogamous LOS marri ages previously reported (Lehrer & 
Chiswick 1993), especiall y LOS temple mmTiages as reported by and Heaton and 
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Goodman ( 1999), and the prevalence of such marriages in Cache County_ found in the 
present study, one should expect a lower divorce rate than in other counties with more 
religious diversity. If, however, the nearly 72% LDS temple marriage figure is acc urate 
for all Cache County marriages, one shou ld expect an even lower divorce rate than 
3.611,000 population. 
Future studies may wish to examine the location of marriages (i.e., church, 
temple, county clerk, etc.) taking place in Cache County and around the state, but more 
important ly, to conduct a closer examination of who is divorcing and the reasons for the 
marital dissolution. !f a relatively large segment of the population is experiencing a 
significantly lower than average divorce rate, then a relatively sma ll segment of the 
Cache County population is experiencing an elevated incidence of divorce. The 
rat ionale for examining the divorcing/divorced population is to design an effective 
premarital intervention, address ing the specific needs and problems leading to the break 
up of marriages in the state. 
Conclusions and Implications 
Even with the limitati ons of the present study, it is evident that many young 
couples may be interested in becoming better prepared for the transition to maniage. 
With many couples already choosing to participate in some kind of premarital 
educati on, and others expressing a desire for more infom1ation prior to marriage, the 
need for re li ab le and accurate exp lorati on of issues relevant to maniage ex ists. 
Currently no training programs exist for the largest segment of providers of premarital 
education (LDS clergy and institute instructors) to empower them with the skill s and 
informati on that could prove helpful , both to themselves and the couples they serve. 
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lt has been argued that clergy are the logical choice for training because they 
already wo rk wi th many couples getting married and already provide much of the 
ex isting premarital education. Further, there seems to be a tacit assumption that clergy 
have the capacity for such education due to thei r ascribed roles as advisors and 
confidants relati ve to their religious status. It has also been demonstrated that most 
clergy posses a natural propensity to be effect ive premarital educators, provided they 
are trained in an effecti ve program. Additionally, clergy seem a logical choice for the 
fac ilitati on of premarital education due to their accessibility as lay counselors in their 
respective congregations. 
The findings of thi s stud y do not support naturally ocCUlTing premarital 
education as a buffer or preventi ve factor in di vorce. The relation between premarital 
education and marital satisfaction is neither definitive nor conclusive, based on the 
result s of thi s study. Through future research into the processes and mechani sms that 
prevent or mediate marital di stress, the author can develop effective education materia ls 
for use in premarital education. While "an ounce of prevention" is not always equated 
with "a pound of cure," it seems clear that well conceived education materials targeted 
at the Four T's of premarital educati on should be the next logical step in thi s evolution. 
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Appendix A 
Cover Letter and Survey lnstrument 
Utah State 
UNIV E RSITY 
DEPARTMENT OF fAMILY AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT 
Colh:~;c of F.1mily Life 
lt\.U t-\pproval I lliU/UI 
November 20, 200 I 
Attitudes, participation, and efficacy of premarital ed ucation in C ache County, Utah . 
Dear Survey Participant, 
You have been selected to participate in a survey on premarital educat ion and how it relates to 
marital happiness. Premarital education typically involved couples meeting with clergy or a 
professiona l counselor to discuss topics important for successful marriages and help couples 
make in fonned decisions. Your names were obtained from marriage license infonnation as 
public records provided by Cache County and you have been selected based on the length of 
your marriage. Even if you are no longer married we want to hear from you. Simply complete 
your survey and return it in the preaddrcssed envelope. 
Ycur parti cipation in this study is voluntary. You may decide to not participate or not complete 
th is survey at any time with absolutely no consequence to you. All your responses arc 
confidential. You have been assigned an identification number which only the project director 
and researcher have access to. Your names and identification numbers will be kept in a locked 
filing cabinet in a locked room. Your names and persona l information will not be associated with 
your responses in anyway. When the study is done, thi s information will be destroyed. There will 
also be no attempt to contact you about your responses . Please DO NOT put your names on the 
survey. 
This survey takes about 25·30 minutes to complete. By completing and returning this survey, 
you are giving your consent to use your responses in this study. When you complete all sections 
of the survey, please return them in .the preaddressed envelope. 
If you have any questions about this survey, fee l free to call us at the numbers listed below. 
Thank you for your time in this important process. 
~2±62--
Researcher 
Utah State University 
(4)5) 797-6927 
l90S Old~'" Hill. tog~" UT 8~Hl·l90S • Ph~. (4JS!797· 1S01 • fAX . (4lS!797-3M S 
Ch>ld OeY~topmenl t~ bo<lllory {415) 797· 1 5 ~ ~ • MFT Progr11m. f1mily l>f~ Ce<>ttf 14JSI 797.74)0 • fHO W~t (4lSI 791·1541 
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11 ~ ~ '-{ffifl At Utah State University, we are interested to learn about your marriage j ~ r}~:\Jid and how your experience may help couples planning on getting married !~1 ;~ in the future. 
All of the questions on this survey are in regards to the marriage that took place in 1998. If you 
are still married please start on the section below and then complete the husband and wife forms. 
If you are no longer married (annulled. separated. divorced. or widowed), please complete the 
first two sections (A & B) only. Please remember, a ll responses are confidential. !'lease do not 
put your names on the surveys. Everyone who returns the survey within 2 weeks will be 
e ligibl e for a drawing of a $50 gift certificate from Super Walmart. Thank you. 
A. The firs t section asks general information about you as a couple. It can be completed by 
husband or wife. If possible, we encourage you to take a few minutes and complete it 
together. 
Please indicate who is completing this section of the survey: 
0 1 Husband 0 2 Wife 0 3 Both 
1. Husband: Age: __ NumberofthismatTiage: 0 1st 
2. Wife: Age:__ Number of this marriage: 0 1st 
0 2nd 
0 2nd 
0 3rd or more 
0 3rd or more 
3. What is your approximate present household annua l income? 
0 1 Less than $10,000 0 5 $25,000 to $29,999 
0 2$10,000 to $14,999 0 6$30,000 to $39,999 
0 3 $15,000 to $19,999 0 7$40,000 to $49,999 
0 4 $20,000 to $24,999 0 8 More than $50,000 
4. Pl ease list the age and ~ Gender From which marriage 
gender of all children 0 Male 0 Female 0 Current 0 Previous 
currently res iding with you. 0 Male 0 Female 0 Current 0 Previous 
Please indicate if children 0 Male 0 Female 0 Current 0 Previous 
are from the current 0 Male 0 Female 0 Current 0 Previous 
marriage (by birth or 0 Male 0 Female 0 Current 0 Previous 
adoption)or from a previous 0 Male 0 Female 0 Current 0 Previous 
marriage . 
Please answer the following questions about your engagement and marriage. 
5. About how long did you date prior to becoming engaged? ____ days I weeks I months 
(c ircle one) 
6. How lon g was your engagement? ----- -- days I weeks I months 
7. Date ofmarTiage: ______ _ 
8. Where were you married? 
0 1 County Clerk's office/Justice of the Peace chambers 
0 2 Church, Synagogue, Mosque 
0 3 LDS Temple 
0 4 Other facility (al umni house, country c lub, e tc .) 
0 5 Other: _ ___ ____ _ 
(ci rcleonc) ~ ~ ~ 
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9. Premarital education typically involves couples meeting with clergy or a professional 
counselor to di scuss topics important for successful marriages and hel ping couples make good 
dec isions . Did you participated in any premarital education ? 
0 I Yes (Proceed to question I 0) 
0 0 No (Skip to question 19 on the next page) 
10. Who provided the premarita l education? If more than one, please choose the one you felt was 
most beneficial. 
0 I Religious leader (clergy, Bishop, Pastor, 
Priest, etc .) 
0 3 Professional counselor (therapist, 
agency, etc.) 
0 2 Religious class (marriage prep class, etc.) 0 4 Other: _________ _ 
I I. Approximately how many total hours did you spend in premarital education? hours 
I 2. What topics did you cover in premarital education? Check all that apply. # -\ 
0 I Ch ildren and Fami ly Planning 0 6 Religion/Spirituality ~
0 2 Communication 0 7 Sex/Intimacy 
0 3 Conflict Management 0 8 Wedd ing planning 
0 4 Family Backgrounds 0 9 Other: ___________ _ 
0 5 Finance Management 
13. !fa fee was charged for the premarital education program, how much did you pay for it? 
$ __ _ 
14. Which of the following formats did you use for premarital education? 
0 I Just you and your spouse. 0 3 Class setting (5 or more coup les) 
0 2 Small groups (2-4 couples) 0 4 Other: _________ _ 
15. Did you take any type of premarital test or survey such as RELATE, PREPARE, FOCCUS, 
etc.? 
0 I Yes DONo 0 3 Don't remember 
I 6. At the time, how interested were you as a couple in premarital education? 
Very Interested Somewhat Interested Somewhat Uninterested Very Uninterested 
04 0 3 02 0 I 
I 7. How much do you think premarita l education has helped your marriage? 
Very Helpful Somewhat Helpful No Difference Somewhat Unhelpful 
0 5 04 03 02 
Very Unhelpful 
01 
I 8. How likely is it that you would recommend premari tal education to engaged couples? 
Definitely Would Probably Would Probably Would Not Definitely Would Not 
04 03 02 0 I 
If yo u are still married , please skip the following sections and complete the husband (blue) and 
wife (yellow) forms . If you are no longer married (annulled, separated dl\'_orced,_gr wido"'l:cl}, 
please skip to section B on the following page. 
19. During preparations for your marriage, did anyone talk to you about or offer you premarital 
education? 
0 I Yes (Skip to question 21) 
0 0 No (Proceed to question 20) 
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20. Had you been offered premarital education, how likely is it that you wou ld have participated? 
Very likely Somewhat likely Somewhat Unlikely Very Unlikely 
04 0 3 02 0 I 
If you are sti ll married, please skip the following sections and complete husband (blue) and 
wife (yellow) forms. If you are no longer married (annulled, separated, divorced, or widowed), 
please skip to section B on the following page. 
21. Could you briefly describe why you chose not to participate in premarital education? 
22. If the person performing the marriage ceremony had asked you and your spouse to participate 
in premarital education, what would you have done? 
0 I Participated in premarital education. 
0 2 Found another person to perform the ceremony. 
0 3 Postponed or canceled the ceremony. 
0 4 Other:-----------------------
23. Of the following incentives, please check the ONE that would have most likely motivated you 
and your spouse to usc premarital counseling. 
0 I 50% discount on the marriage license fee 
0 2 I 00% discount on the marriage license fee 
0 3 $ 100 lax credit on state income tax 
0 4 Gift certificate to local merchant or business 
0 5 Certificate of recognition from the Governor. 
0 6 Other:-------------------------
If you are still married, please skip the following section and complete the husband (blue) 
and wife (yellow) forms. If you are no longer married (annulled, separated divorced, 
or widowed), please proceed to section B below. 
B. This section is only for those who arc no longer married, Please complete the questions 
then return this form in the envelope provided. 
24. In regards to the marriage that took place in 1998, which of the following best describes your 
current marital status? 
0 I Annul led (Please proceed to the next question.) 
0 2 Separated (Please proceed to the next question.) 
0 3 Divorced (Please proceed to the next question.) 
0 4 Widowed (Thank you for completing the survey. Please stop here and return the survey.) 
0 5 Remarried (Please proceed to the next question .) 
25. Approximately how long were you married before you separated? __ days I weeks I months 
(circle one) 
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26. How many times did you and your spouse separate (including the last time)? __ 
27. Did you seek marriage counseling as a means to helping your marriage? 0 I Yes 0 0 No 
28. If your marriage was annulled or divorced, approximately how long after separation was the 
marriage officially dissolved? ___ days I weeks I months 
29. What is your highest level of education? 
0 I Some high school 
0 2 High school graduate 
0 3 Technical school/Certificate 
0 4 Some College 
(circle one) 
0 5 Associates degree 
0 6 Bachelors degree 
0 7 Higher than bachelors degree 
30. Please indicate your parents present marital status. 
0 I Married 0 2 Separated 0 3 Di vorced 04 Widowed 0 5 Remarried 
31. Please indicate your present religious affil iation. 
0 I Catholic 
0 2 Conservative Protestant (Lutheran, Bapti st, Church of God, Church of Christ, 
Jehovah's Witness, Pentecostal , Seventh Day Adventist, etc.) 
0 3 Liberal Protestant (Methodi st, Episcopalian, Presbyterian, Congregationalist, etc.) 
0 4 Mormon (Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints) 
0 5 Other (Jewish, Muslim, Buddhist, Zen , etc.) 
0 6 No Religion 
Please indicate how much yo u agree or disagree with the following statements co ncerning 
religion: 
32. My whole approach to life is based on my religion. 
Strongly Agree Agree Not Sure 
0 5 0 4 0 3 
Disagree 
02 
Strongly Disagree 
0 1 
33. Although I believe in my religion , many other things are more important in life. 
Strongly Agree Agree Not Sure Disagree Strongly Disagree 
01 0 2 0 3 0 4 0 5 
34. My faith helps me know right from wrong. 
Strongly Agree Agree Not Sure 
05 0 4 0 3 
Disagree 
0 2 
Strongly Disagree 
O J 
Please indicate how much you agree or disagree with the following statements. 
35. I wish I had known more about marriage before 
ge tting married. 
36. I think couples should have some kind of class 
prior to getti ng married . 
37. I think couples should be required to pass a test 
before getting married . 
38 . I knew my spouse well before getting ma~Tied. 
Strongly 
Agree 
04 
0 4 
04 
04 
Agree 
0 3 
0 3 
0 3 
0 3 
Disagree 
02 
0 2 
0 2 
02 
Strongly 
Disagree 
01 
01 
01 
01 
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39. According to the most recent research, approximately 75% of people will remarry 
within 5 years of their divorce. IF you were to remarry, how likely are you to use 
premarital education? 
Definitely Will Probably Will 
04 0 3 
Probably Not 
0 2 
Definitely Not 
OJ 
• Stop' You are fini shed. ©Thank you for your time. Please place the 
survey in the preaddressed envelope and mail. The winner of the gift 
certificate will be notified in approximately 3 weeks. 
WIFE'S SURVEY 
C. Th1s sectiOn IS JUSt for wives Husbands complete the blue Husband (~ 
Survey form. Please complete your sections separately. When you (~;: f
are finished, please seal it in the plain white envelope provided and~ "' 1 
place the white envelope in the preaddressed envelope provided. ''\21 
Please remember that all your answers are confidential. Please do l"l ~ /~. 
not put your name on the survey. ~~ 
I. What is your highest level of education? 
0 I Some high school 
0 2 High school graduate 
0 5 Associates degree 
0 6 Bachelors degree 
0 3 Technical school/Certificate 
0 4 Some College 
0 7 Higher than bachelors degree 
2. Please indicate your parent's present marital status. If one or both are remarried , please 
indicate remarried. 
0 1 Married 0 2 Separated 0 3 Divorced 0 4 Widowed 0 5 Remarried 
3. How often have you experienced times in your marriage when you considered counseling? 
More often Most of 
Never 
OJ 
Rarely 
02 
Occasionally 
03 
than not 
04 
4. Have you ever sought counseling for your current marriage? 
0 0 No 0 Yes lf Yes, with whom? 
the time 
0 5 
All the time 
06 
0 1 Religious leader 
0 2 Professiona l counselor 
5. If you experienced difficulties in your marriage, how likely is it that you would seek help? 
Very likely Somewhat likely Somewhat Un likely Very Unlikely 
04 03 0 2 0 I 
6. Have you ever separated during your current marriage? 
0 0 No 0 Yes If Yes, how many times have you separated? __ 
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6a. How long had you been married when you first separated? ___ days I weeks I months 
7. Please indicate your present religious affi liation. 
0 I Catho lic 
0 2 Conservative Protestant (Lutheran, Baptist, Church of God, Church of Christ, 
Jehovah's Witness, Pentecostal, Seventh Day Adventist, etc.) 
0 3 Liberal Protestant (Methodist, Episcopa lian, Presbyterian, Congregationa li st , etc.) 
0 4 Morrnon (Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints) 
0 5 Other (Jewish , Muslim, Buddhist, Zen, etc.) 
0 6 No Religion 
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Please indicate how much yo u agree or disagree with the following statements concerning 
religion : 
8. My whole approach to life is based on my religion. 
Strongly Agree Agree Not Sure 
0 5 0 4 0 3 
Disagree 
0 2 
Strongly Disagree 
0 1 
9. Although I believe in my religion , many other things are more important in life. 
Strongly Agree Agree Not Sure Disagree Strongly Disagree 
01 02 0 3 04 0 5 
10. My fait h helps me know right from wrong. 
Strongly Agree Agree Not Sure 
0 5 04 0 3 
Disagree 
0 2 
Strongly Disagree 
0 1 
Please answer the following qu estions about your marriage as it is today. Please be as 
honest as you can. Please indicate how much you agree or disagree with the following 
statements. 
Strongly Strongly 
Agree Agree Disagree Disagree 
!I. I wish I had known more about marriage before 04 0 3 02 01 
getting married. 
12. I think couples should have some kind of class 04 0 3 0 2 01 
prior to gett ing married. 
13. I think couples should be req uired to pass a test 0 4 0 3 02 0 1 
before getti ng married. 
14. I knew my spouse well before getting married. 04 0 3 0 2 0 1 
15. How interested are you now in taki ng a free class designed for couples at yo ur stage of 
marriage? 
Very Interested 
04 
Somewhat [nterested Somewhat Uninterested 
0 3 0 2 
Very Uninterested 
0 1 
Most couples have disagreements in their r elationships. Please indicate below the 
approximate extent of agreement or disagreement between you and your partner for each 
item on the following list. 
Always Al most A lways Occasional ly Frequent ly Almost Always Always 
Agree Agree Agree Disagree Di sagree Di sagree 
16. Reli gious matters 0 5 04 0 3 0 2 01 D O 
17. Demonstration of 0 5 0 4 0 3 0 2 0 1 D O 
affection 
18. Maki ng major decisions 0 5 0 4 0 3 0 2 01 DO 
19. Sex relations 0 5 04 0 3 0 2 01 D O 
20. Conventionali ty 0 5 04 0 3 02 01 D O 
(Correct or proper behavior) 
21. Career decisions 0 5 0 4 0 3 02 01 DO 
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22. How often do you discuss or have you considered divorce, separation, or tennina ting your 
relationship? 
Most of More often 
All the time the time than not Occasionally Rarely Never 
DO D l D2 D 3 D 4 D5 
23. How often do you and your partner quarrel? 
Most of More often 
All the time the time than not Occasional ly Rarely Never 
D O D l D 2 D 3 D 4 D 5 
24. Do you ever regret that your married? 
Most of More often 
All the time the time than not Occasionally Rare ly Never 
D O Dl D 2 D 3 D 4 D 5 
25. How often do you and your mate "get on each others nerves"? 
Most of More often 
All the time the time than not Occasionally Rarely Never 
D O D l D 2 D 3 D4 D 5 
26. Do you and your mate engage in outside interests together: •• 
Almost .. ~ Everyday everyday Occasionally Rarely Never r D4 D 3 D 2 Dl D O 
How often would you say the following events occur between you and your mate? 
27. Have a sti mulating exchange of ideas 
Less than Once or twice Once or twice More than 
Never once a month a month a week Once a day once a day 
D O D l D 2 D 3 D 4 D 5 
28. Work together on a project 
Less than Once or twice Once or twice More than 
Never once a month a month a week Once a day once a day 
DO Dl D2 D 3 D4 D 5 
29. Ca lmly di scuss something 
Less than Once o r twice Once or twice More than 
Never once a mo nth a month a week Once a day once a day 
D O Dl D2 D 3 D4 D 5 
For each of the following statements, please mark True (T) if you would act in the manner 
described by the statement, and False (F) if you would not act in the manner described by 
th e statement. Be sure to take the indicated obstacle into account when deciding whether or 
not to act in the described manner . 
D l T or F D 0 30. I would be willing to share more of my "wants" and "feelings" with my 
spouse even if my spouse had greatly displeased me. 
D IT or F D 0 3!. I wou ld be wil ing to ask fo r a specific criticism from my spouse, even if it 
made me feel extremely embarrassed 
Please continue to the next page.¢ 
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0 I T or F 0 0 
0 IT or F 0 0 
0 IT or F 0 0 
0 IT or F 0 0 
0 I T or F 0 0 
0 IT or F 0 0 
10 1 
32. I would be willing to engage in li ght conversation, even if my spouse had 
been critical of me recently 
33. I would be will ing to speak more quickl y, even if it made me somewhat 
angry to "have" to do thi s. 
34. I would be willing to interrupt less often , even if my spouse had greatly 
displeased me earlier. 
35. I would be willing to ask for clarification of what my spouse is saying, 
even when I 'm in doubt and if my spouse had greatly d ispleased me 
earlier. 
36. I would be willing to give more compliments, even if I was 
angry at my spouse at the time. 
37. I would be willing to reassure my spouse that I care about 
him/her, even if! was angry at him/her at the time . 
38. I would be willing to compromise with my spouse on a difficult 
issue, even if my spouse had greatly displeased me earli er. 
0 1 T or F 0 0 39. I would be willing to agree as much as I honestly could about my spouse 's 
position when we disagree about something, even if my spouse had been 
complaining about something earlier. 
0 1 T or F 0 0 40 . I would be willi ng to look for the things my spouse and I both enjoy, even 
if my spouse had been nagging me about something earlier. 
0 I T or F 0 0 41. I would be wi lling to try to see my simil arities to my spouse, even if my 
spouse had greatly displ eased me earlier. 
0 1 T o r F 0 0 42. I woul d be will ing to try to recall nice times my spouse and I have had, 
even if I had to overcome being angry at him/her to do so. 
0 I T or F 0 0 43. I would be wi ll ing to try not to respond immediately with a negative 
behavior when my spouse did something negative , even if my spouse and 
been nagging me about something earli er. 
0 1 T or F 0 0 44. I would be wil ling to admit that I do things to contribute to problems in 
our relationship, even if my spouse had greatly di spleased me earlier. 
0 I T or F 0 0 45 . I would be will ing to do more things to show caring to my spouse, even if 
my spouse had been critical of me recently. 
0 I T or F 0 0 46. I would be willing to compromise on disagreements about finances, even 
if it made be fee l extremely embarrassed. 
0 I T or F 0 0 47. I would be wi llin g to share more fun activi ties with my spouse, even if it 
made me feel extremely embarrassed. 
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0 I T or F 0 0 48. l wou ld be wi lling to pleasantly surprise my spouse more often, even if my 
spouse had greatl y displeased me earlier. 
0 I T or F 0 0 49. I would be willing to lecture or nag my spouse less often, even if my 
spouse had greatly displease me earlier. 
0 I T or F 0 0 50. I would be willing to give my spouse more "room" to do things alone 
when he/she wants, even if it would make me somewhat uncomfortable . 
0 I T or F 0 0 51. I would be willing to engage in hugging and kissing without 
expecting intercourse, even if it might be upsetting to me. 
0 I T or F 0 0 52. I would be willing to plan for our retirement, even if my 
spouse had greatly displeased me earlier. 
0 I T or F 0 0 53. I would be willi ng to go on more "dates" wi th my spouse, 
even if my spouse had been nagging me about something 
earlier. 
0 I T or F 0 0 54. I would be willing to go for a walk with my spouse, even if my spouse had 
greatly displeased me earlier. 
0 I T or F 0 0 55. I would be willing to build on proposals my spouse makes about how to 
solve a problem more often, rather than just suggesting alternatives, even 
if my spouse had greatly di spleased me earlier. 
0 I T or F 0 0 56. I would be willmg to work to accept my spouse's complaints as valid 
indications that we need to work together to solve a problem, even it I 
thought my spouse mi ght still be angry at me anyway. 
0 I T or F 0 0 57. I would be wi ll ing to encourage my spouse to tell me what is pleasing and 
displeasing sexually, even if my spouse had been complaining about 
something earlier. 
0 I T or F 0 0 58. l would be wi lling to spend more time wi th my spouse, even if it made me 
angry to "have" to do thi s. 
0 I T or F 0 0 59. I would be willing to share my positive feelings more freely with my 
spouse, even if I thought it meant "giving in" to my spouse at the time. 
e Stop! You are finished. © Please seal the survey in the envelope 
labeled "Wife 's Survey" and place that envelope in the preaddressed 
envelope. Remember to include Section A when you return the survey. 
Thank you for your time. The winner of the gift certifi cate will be 
notified in approximately 3 weeks. 
H USBAND'S SURVEY 
D. This section is JUSt for husbands. Wives complete the yellow 
Wife's Survey form. Please complete your sections separately. 
When you are finished, please seal it in the plain white enve lope 
provided and place the white envelope in the preaddressed 
envelope provided. Please remember that all your answers are 
confidential. Please do not put your name on the survey. 
I. What is your highest level of education? 
0 I Some high school 
0 2 High school graduate 
0 5 Associates degree 
0 6 Bachelors degree 
0 3 Technical school/Certificate 
0 4 Some Coll ege 
0 7 Higher than bachelors degree 
2. Please indicate your parent's present marital status. If one or both are remarried, please 
indicate remarried. 
0 I Married 0 2 Separated 0 3 Divorced 0 4 Widowed 0 5 Remarried 
3. How often have you experienced times in your marriage when you considered counse ling? 
More often Most of 
Never 
01 
Rarely 
02 
Occasionally 
0 3 
than not 
0 4 
4. !lave you ever sought counseling for your current marriage? 
0 ONo 0 Yes If Yes, with whom? 
the time 
05 
All the time 
0 6 
0 I Religious leader 
0 2 Professional counselor 
5. If you experienced difficulties in your marriage, how likely is it that you would seek help? 
Very likely Somewhat likely Somewhat Un likely Very Unlikely 
0 4 0 3 0 2 01 
6. Have you ever separated during your current marriage? 
0 0 No 0 Yes If Yes, how many times have you separated? __ 
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6a. How long had you been married when you firs t separated? ___ days I weeks I months 
7. Please indicate your present religious affiliation. 
0 I Catho lic 
0 2 Conservative Protestant (Lutheran, Baptist, Church of God, Church of Chri st, 
Jehovah's Witness, Pentecostal , Seventh Day Adventist, etc.) 
0 3 Liberal Protestant (Methodist, Episcopalian, Presbyterian, Congregationalist, etc .) 
0 4 Mormon (Church of Jesus Chri st of Latter-day Sa ints) 
0 5 Other (Jewish, Musl im, Buddhist, Zen, etc.) 
0 6 No Religion 
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Please indicate how much yo u agree or disagree with the following statements concerning 
religio n: 
8. My whole approach to life is based on my religion. 
Strongly Agree Agree Not Sure 
05 04 0 3 
Disagree 
0 2 
Strongly Disagree 
Dl 
9. Al though I believe in my religion, many other things are more important in life. 
Stron gly Agree Agree Not Sure Disagree Strongly Disagree 
01 0 2 0 3 0 4 0 5 
I 0. My faith helps me know right from wrong. 
Strongly Agree Agree Not Sure 
0 5 0 4 0 3 
Disagree 
0 2 
Strongly Disagree 
Dl 
Please answe r the following questions about your marriage as it is today. Please be as 
honest as yo u can. Please indicate how much you agree or disagree with the following 
sta tements. 
Strongly Strongly 
Agree Agree Disagree Disagree 
II. I wish I had known more about marriage before 0 4 0 3 0 2 Di 
getting married. 
12 . I think couples should have some kind of class 04 0 3 02 OJ 
prior to getting married. 
13. I think coupl es shou ld be required to pass a test 0 4 0 3 0 2 Dl 
before getting married. 
14. I knew my spouse wel l before getting married. 0 4 0 3 02 Dl 
15. How interested are you now in taking a free class designed for couples at your stage of 
marriage? 
Very Interested 
04 
Somewhat Interested Somewhat Uninterested 
0 3 0 2 
Very Un interested 
D l 
Most couples have disagreements in their relationships. Please indicate below the 
approximate extent of agreement or disagreement between you and your partner for each 
it em on the following list. 
A lways Almost Always Occasional ly Frequently Almost Always A lways 
Agree Agree Agree Disagree Disagree D1sagrce 
16. Reli gious matters 0 5 0 4 0 3 02 D l D O 
17. Demonstration of 0 5 0 4 0 3 0 2 Dl D O 
affection 
18. Making major decisions 0 5 04 0 3 0 2 D l DO 
19. Sex relations 0 5 0 4 0 3 0 2 D l D O 
20. Conventional ity 0 5 0 4 0 3 02 Dl D O 
(Correct or proper behavior) 
21. Career decisions 0 5 0 4 0 3 0 2 D l D O 
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22. How often do you discuss or have you considered divorce, separation, or terminating your 
relationship? 
Most of More often 
All the time the time than not Occas ionally Rarely Never 
D O 0 1 0 2 0 3 04 0 5 
23. How often do you and your partner quarrel? 
Most of More often 
All the time the time than not Occasionally Rarely Never 
D O 0 1 02 0 3 04 0 5 
24. Do you ever regret that your married? 
Most of More often 
All the time the time than not Occasionally Rarely Never 
D O 01 0 2 0 3 0 4 0 5 
25. How often do you and your mate "get on each others nerves"? 
Most of More often 
All the time the time than not Occasionally Rarely Never 
D O 01 0 2 0 3 0 4 0 5 
26. Do you and your mate engage in outside interests together: •• 
Almost r~ Everyday everyday Occasiona ll y Rarely N ever 04 0 3 02 0 1 DO 
How often would you say the following events occur between you and your mate '? 
27. Have a stimulating exchange of ideas 
Less than Once or twice Once or twice More than 
Never once a month a month a week Once a day once a day 
D O 01 02 0 3 04 0 5 
28. Work together on a project 
Less than Once or twice Once or twice More than 
Never once a month a month a week Once a day once a day 
D O 01 02 0 3 04 0 5 
29. Ca lmly discuss something 
Less than Once or twice Once or twice More than 
Never once a month a month a week Once a day once a day 
DO 01 02 0 3 04 0 5 
For each of th e following statements, please mark True (T) if yo u would act in the manner 
described by the statement, and False (F) if you would not act in the manner described by 
the statement. Be sure to take the indicated obstacle into account when deciding whether or 
not to act in the described manner. 
D I T or F 0 0 30. I wou ld be willing to share more of my "wants" and "feelings" with my 
spouse even if my spouse had greatly displeased me. 
0 IT or F 0 0 31. I would be wiling to ask fo r a specific cri ticism from my spouse, even if it 
made me feel extremely embarrassed 
Please continue to the next page. ¢ 
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32. I would be willing to engage in light conversation , even if my spouse had 
been critical of me recently 
33. I would be willing to speak more quickly, even if it made me somewhat 
angry to "have" to do thi s. 
34. I would be willing to interrupt less often, even if my spouse had great ly 
displeased me earlier. 
35. I would be willing to ask for clarification of what my spouse is saying, 
even when I'm in doubt and if my spouse had greatly displeased me 
~~ ~ 
*'- (" 36. I would be willing to give more compliments, even if! was 
angry at my spouse at the time. 
37. I would be will ing to reassure my spouse that I care about 
him/her, even if I was angry at him/her at the time. 
- ~ :,~, 
38. I would be willing to compromise with my spouse on a difficult 
issue, even if my spouse had greatly displeased me earlier. 
0 I T or F 0 0 39. I would be wil ling to agree as much as I honest ly could about my spouse 's 
position when we disagree about something, even if my spouse had been 
complaining about something earlier. 
0 I T or F 0 0 40. I would be willing to look for the things my spouse and I both enjoy, even 
if my spouse had been nagging me about something earli er. 
0 I T or F 0 0 41. I would be willing to try to see my similarities to my spouse, even if my 
spouse had greatly di spleased me earli er. 
0 I T or F 0 0 42. I would be willing to try to recall nice times my spouse and I have had, 
even if! had to overcome being angry at him/her to do so. 
0 IT or F 0 0 43. I would be willing to try not to respond immediately with a negative 
behavior when my spouse did something negative , even if my spouse and 
been nagging me about something earlier. 
0 I T or F 0 0 44. I would be willing to admit that l do things to contribute to problems in 
our relationship, even if my spo use had greatly displeased me earlier. 
0 I T or F 0 0 45. 1 would be willing to do more things to show caring to my spouse, even if 
my spouse had been critical of me recently. 
0 I T or F 0 0 46. 1 would be willing to compromise on disagreements about finances, even 
if it made be fee l extremely embarrassed. 
0 I T or F 0 0 47. I would be willing to share more fun activit ies with my spouse, even if it 
made me feel extremely embarrassed. 
Almost done! ©Please continue to the last page. ¢ 
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D IT or F D 0 48. I would be wi lli ng to pleasantly surprise my spouse more often, even if my 
spouse had greatly di spleased me earlier. 
D I T or F D 0 49. I would be wil ling to lecture or nag my spouse less often , even if my 
spouse had greatly displease me earlier. 
D I T or F D 0 50. I would be willing to give my spouse more "room" to do things alone 
when he/she wants, even if it would make me somewhat uncomfortable. 
0 I T or F D 0 51. I would be willing to engage in hugging and ki ssing without 
expecting intercourse, even if it might be upsetting to me. 
D I T or F D 0 52. I would be wil ling to plan for our retirement, even if my 
spouse had greatly di spleased me earlier. 
D I T or F D 0 53. I would be wi lling to go on more "dates" with my spouse, 
even if my spouse had been nagging me about something 
earlier. 
D IT or F D 0 54. I would be will ing to go for a walk with my spouse, even if my spouse had 
greatly di spl eased me earlier. 
D I T or F D 0 55. I would be willing to build on proposals my spouse makes about how to 
so lve a problem more often , rather than just suggesting alternatives, even 
if my spouse had greatly di spleased me earlier. 
D IT or F D 0 56. I would be willing to work to accept my spouse's complaints as valid 
indications that we need to work together to so lve a problem, even it I 
thought my spouse mi ght still be angry at me anyway. 
D I T or F D 0 57. I would be willi ng to encourage my spouse to tell me what is pl easi ng and 
di spleasing sexually, even if my spouse had been complaining about 
something earl ier. 
D I T or F D 0 58. I would be wi lling to spend more time with my spouse, even if it made me 
angry to "have" to do this. 
D I T or F D 0 59. I would be willing to share my positive fee lings more freely with my 
spouse, even if I thought it meant "giving in" to my spouse at the tune. 
e Stop! You are fini shed.© Please sea l the survey in the enve lope 
labeled "Wife's Survey" and place that envelope in the preaddressed 
envelope . Remember to include Section A when you return the survey. 
Thank you for your time. The winner of the gift certificate will be 
noti fied in approx imatel y 3 weeks. 
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Appendix 8 
Utah State University IRB Approval 
Utah State 
UNIVERSITY 
VICE PRESIO(NT FOR RESEARCH OFFICE 
l45001d MJinH ill 
log~n ur 84J 22·1450 
Telephone: (43SI 79~-1 160 
FAX: (43'i)797-IJ67 
[m.l il: vprCI'(C.usucdu 
TO: KathJeer: Piercy 
November 27, 200 1 
MEMORANDUM 
Bryan Ramboz -
True Rubal, IRB Administrator~[ · ,\;.cbj FROM : 
SUOJECT· Attit udes and [n tercst in Premarital Couns eling in Cache County, UT 
l( 1-'iC c'FtC'>-
QA~fk;v::d 11/zJ/"1 
Your prop<.'Sal has been re virwrd by the Institut ional Review Board and is approv~d under 
exemption #2. 
X T he.re is no more tha n minimul risk lO the subjects. 
There is greater than minimal risk to the subjects. 
Tills approval applies only to the proposal cuncntly on file for the period of one year. Tf your study 
extends beyond this approval period, you mu :;t co ntact this ofllce to request an annual review of this 
research . Any change affect ing human subjects must be approved by the Board prior to implementation 
Injuries or anr unanticipated problems invo lving risk to su bj~ct s o r to ot hers must be report ed immediately 
to the Chair oft hr.: Inst itut ional Review Board . 
Prior to involving human subjects, properly executed infom1ed consent must be obtained ll'om each 
subject or from an authorized rep resentative, and documentation of informed consent must be kept on file 
fOr at least three years after the project ends. Each subject must be furnished with a copy of the infonncd 
consent document for their pe-rsonal re('ord s. 
T he research act ivit ies listed below are exempt fi·om IRB review based on the Department ofl-lcalth 
and Human Services (DHHS) regulat ions lOr the protection of human research subjects, 45 CFR Part 46, as 
ame nded w include provisions oft he Federal Policy for the Protection of Human Subjec ts, .lunc 18, 199!. 
Rese~tn:h involving the use of educat ional tes ts (cognit ive. diagnostic, aptitude. achievement ), surve~ 
procedure~, interview procedure.<> or observation of publi c behavior. unless: (a) infomlation obtained is 
2. recorded in such a marUJcr that human subjt>c t~ can be identified, directly or through tht: identifiers linked 
10 the subjects: and (b) any disclosurt: or human subjects' respons~~ outsidt' the research could 
reasonably place the subjects at risk of crimi na l or civi l liabi li ty or be damaging to the subjects' financial 
standing. em ployabi lit y. or reputati{ln. 
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1itahState 
UNIVERSITY 
Qfi-'ARTMENT OF FAJo..11LY AND HUMAN DEVE LOPMENT 
Col lege of f-a mily Lifl! 
February 5, 2002 
To: True Rubal, IRB 
From: Kathy Piercy and Bryan Ramboz. 
Re: Amendment to studr procedures 
IJcar ·l'rue , 
We wo ul d like permission to amend the procedu res used in our study of premarital ed ucation io 
Cache Co unty. We have encountered a particularly low response rate to our original mailing. We 
have lcamed through an anonymous t.clcphonc call from a local postoft1ce that ··many" surveys 
were never deli vered due to "' insufllcicnt address" information. After following up with tw o post 
offices in the area, this translar.cs to no apartme nt num bers on some of Lhc envelopes. Since vie 
cannot determine which of the potential survey participanlS ULis pertains to, we propose to do the 
fo llowing: 
I . Ca llllll non-responding couples to determine if they received Lhc survey. 
2. Ask if the y would be willing to parti cipate at the present time. 
3. Confirm thei"r address. 
4. Send new surveys to couples who are agreeable 10 participate. 
5. Send a fo ll ow-up postcard. 
T hank you for your time in revi ewing thi s matter. 
Sincere ly, 
-~ I~ IV.-E ---~2:~ ---hl een W.~iercy, Ph.D. U 797-'13f!7 
-~n-~ 
- ·-- .. \~ . --
Brya D Ramboz, M.A. 
707-6 
290SOLdMainHill,logJnUT 84312·1905 • f't>Qr~: (435)797- 1501 • FAX: (43 51 797-3645 
Ch11d O~eiopmo"!f"ll lahorioll)<y (~ 35)797- 1 5 4-4 • MET Pn:lgJ<IIm, F;amlly life Ceontt'f (.oi )S) 797-HJO • f HO W e;J.(O S) 797-tS• l 
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Appendix C 
Demographic In formation 
I ll 
Table C-1 
Number of Current Marriage 
Respondent 
Husband 
Wife 
Both 
Table C-2 
90.4% 
89.7% 
86.3% 
Mean Age At Marriage 
8.2% 
10.3% 
1.4% 
Mean age at l st marriage 
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Mean age at znct marriage 
Respondent Sample National' Difference Sample National' Difference 
Husband 
Wife 
23.3 26.9 -3.6 
2!.7 25.0 -3.3 
37.8 40 .7 -2.9 
32.7 37 .0 -4.3 
Source: Clarke, S.C. ( 1995). Advance report of final marriage statistics, 1989 and 1990. 
Monthly Vital Statistics Report, 43(12), suppl. Hyattsvill e, MD: National Center for Health 
Statistics. 
Tab le C-3 
Courtship Measured in Months 
Courtship Mean Median Mode SD Min/Max 
Dated 15 .1 7.0 6 19.26 0.5-96 
Engaged 4.2 3.0 3 3.27 l.O- 30 
Total 19.3 12.0 9 20.33 !.5- 102 
Table C-4 
Local ion of Marriage Ceremony 
Location 
County clerk' s office 
C hurch 
LOS Temple 
Other facility 
Other 
Total 
Table C-5 
Nwnber of Children 
Number 
0 
I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
II 
I 
II 
104 
17 
10 
143 
11 
33 
72 
32 
4 
2 
I 
% 
0. 7 
7.5 
7 1.9 
13 .0 
6.8 
100.0 
% 
22.8 
49.7 
22 . 1 
2.8 
1.4 
.7 
.7 
113 
96 
84 -
72 ---
60 --
"' -"c 
0 
4e 
::;: 
36 
24 
12 
-·-.. --- - - ·------
• . ---------
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• 
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Figure C-1. Scatter-plot of dating in months. 
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Figure C-2. Scatter-plot of engagement in months 
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Appendi x D 
Instrument Use Permission 
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maolbox:/SuperMac%AA%20HO/ System%20Folder/ 
Pr efer ence5/Netscape%20Usr::rs/Bryan%2 0Romboz: / Milil/ 
Subject: RE: RDAS 
Date: Tue, 16 Oct 2001 08:55:21 -{)500 
From: "Busbv, Dean " < DBusby@hs. ttu .edu> 
To: 'Bryan Rarnboz ' < brramboz@cc.usu.edu> 
The RDAS is in the public doma in 
Dean H. Busby 
Professor and Chair 
Department of Ruman Deve lopment and Fami ly Studies 
Box 4116 2 
Lubbock, Texas 79409-1 162 
(806) 7 42 3000 
Fax (8 06 ) 7 42 0285 
Ema i l: dbusby@hs.ttu.edu 
-----Original Me ssage -----
From; Bryan Ramboz [mailto lbrraw.bo z@ cc .usu.edu] 
Sen t : Monday, october 15, 2001 5:13 PM 
To : dbusby@hs.ttu.edu 
Subject; RDAS 
Dear Dr. Busby 1 
I am anticipating us i ng the Revised Dyadic Adjustment scale in my 
disse rtation research on premarital education . I have been advise d to 
verif y if the RDAS is i n the publ ic domain or if a license wil l need to 
be purchased in order to proceed. My proposal defense date is No vember 
1st so any confirmation before then would be appreciated. 
Respectfully 1 
Bryan D. Ramboz 
Family and Human Development 
Utah State University 
Logan 1 UT 84322-2905 
11 6 
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VITA 
BRYAN D. RAMBOZ 
Addresses 
Work: Home: 
2283 East 90 South Cinnamo n Hill s Youth Crisis Center 
770 East St. George Blvd. 
St. George, UT 84770 
(435) 656-7172 
St. George, UT 84790 
(435) 673-0987 
bryan@cinnamonhills.com 
Education 
1998-2003 UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY Logan, UT 
Graduated: Doctorate of Philosophy, May 3, 2003 
Major field of study: Fam il y & Human Development s 
Emphas is: Marriage and Fam il y Relatio nship 
Dissertation: Premarital Education: Attitudes, Participation and Relation to 
Marital Adjustment in a Sample from Northern Utah. 
S upervising Professor: Kathleen W. Piercy, Ph.D. 
1994-1996 PHILLIPS GRADUATE INSTITUTE Encino, CA 
Graduated: Master of A11s, May 19, 1996. 
Major field of study: Marital and Fam il y Therapy. 
1990- 1993 UNIVERSITY OF UTAH Salt Lake City, UT 
Grad uated: Bachelor of Science, June 6, 1993. 
Major field of study: Psychology. 
Teaching Experience 
1998-2002 UTAH STATE UNIVERSIT Y Logan, UT 
Graduate Instructor Department of Family & Human Deve lopment 
FHD 1500: H UMAN DEVELOPMENT ACROSS THE Li FESPAN, 3 semester hours, I 
section . 
C lass size: 11 5. 
FHD 4220 : FAMILY CRJSES AND INTERVENTION, 3 semester hours, 4 sect ions (2 
sections via satellite). Average class size: 70. 
Teaching Assistant 
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FHD 31!0: HUMAN SEXUA LITY, 3 semester hours, 1 section. Class size: 168. 
FHD 3530: ADOLESCENCE, 3 semester hours, 2 sect ions . Average class size: I 00. 
FHD 4240: SOCIAL AND FAMILY GERONTOLOGY: l section. Class size 63. 
1997- 1998 SOUTHERN UTAH UNIVERSITY Cedar City, UT 
Assistant Professor Department of Psychology 
PSY 101: GENE RAL PSYCHOLOGY, 5 quarter hours, 3 sect ions. Average class size: 
100. 
PSY 20 1: METHODS, MODELS, AND PROFESSIONAL ISSUES IN PSYCHOLOGY, 2 
qua11er hours, 2 sections. Team taught. Average class size: 45. 
PSY 382: H UMAN RELATIONS AND GRO UP DYNAMICS, 2 quarter hours, 2 sections. 
Average class size: 25. 
PSY 431: ABNORMAL PSYCHOLOGY, 3 quarter hours, 2 sections. Average class 
size: 45. 
PSY 434: INTRO DUCTIO TO PSYCHOTHERAPY, 3 quarter hours, I section. Team 
taught. Class size: 45. 
PSY 499: SENIOR SEM INAR, 3 quarter hours , I section. Class size: 30. 
1997 UTAH VALLEY STATE COLLEGE Orem , UT 
Adjunct Faculty Department of Behavioral Science 
PSY I 01: INTRODUCTION TO PSYCHOLOGY, 3 semester hours, 2 sections. Average 
class size: 45. 
1996 UNIVERSITY OF UTAH Salt Lake Ci ty, UT 
Adjunct Faculty Department of Family and Consumer Studies 
FCS 125: RELATIONSH IP FOR MATION AND DISSOLUTION, 5 quat1er hours, I 
section. Class size: 46. 
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Research Experience 
2001-2002 UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY Logan, UT 
Research Assistant Early Intervention Research Institute 
Served as graduate research assistant on a national, multi phase evaluation project 
cal led Measuring and Monitoring Community-Based Integrated Systems of Care. 
The purpose of the project is to develop and implement a national strategy for 
monitoring and reporting progress toward Healthy People 20 I O's performance 
outcomes for children with special health care needs. Networked wi th 
representative from 6 states and Washington, D.C. Also worked on the Utah 
Collaborative Med ical Home Project on survey design and analysis. 
200 I UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY Logan, UT 
Research Faci li tator Center for Persons with Disabiliti es 
Served as facilitator for a Pat1icipatory Action Research team evaluating the home 
visiting component of Baby Watch, an early intervention program serv ing specia l 
needs chi ldren ages 0-3 years and their families. This team operated under the 
Interdi sci plinary Training division of the Center for Persons with Disabilities. The 
team conducted program evaluat ion including design, collection, analysis, and 
dissemination of information. 
2000-2001 UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY Logan, UT 
Research Assistant Depattment of Family & Human Development 
Ass isted Kathy Piercy with analysis of qualitative data on eldercare using QSR 
NUD•IST and SPSS software. Ass isted in producing reports for funding agencies. 
Clinical Experience 
License: Marriage and Family Therapist, Utah License Number 97-340976-3 90 1. Exp. 
9/2004 
2002-Present Therapist/Education Leader Cinnamon Hill s Youth Crisis Center 
1998-2000 
St. George UT 
A privately owned residential treatment facility for youth. Performed 
individual and group therapies and treatment plans. Coordinated 
treatment with academic and group living departments as well as 
outside agencies. Also responsib le for creating, updating, and 
presenting family reunification workshops for parents and students 
Therapist-Outpatient Bear River Mental H ea lth 
Logan, UT 
1997-1998 
1996-1997 
1996- 1997 
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A not-for-profit agency providing sliding scale services to individuals, 
couples, and groups, adult and children services. Perform assessment, 
DSM-IV diagnosis , treatment pl ans, and on going therapy. 
Coordinated treatment with human services, vocat ional rehabilitation, 
juvenile and district court s, probation and parole, and local school 
districts. 
Therapist-Adult Outpatient Southwest Mental Hea lth 
Cedar City, UT 
A not-for-profit agency provid ing sliding scale services to individuals, 
couples, and groups. Perfom1 assessment , DSM-IV diagnosis, 
treatment plans, and on go ing therapy. Covered crisis intervention for 
county and state correct ional fac ility. 
Assessment/Crisis Counselor Benchmark Behavioral Health Systems 
Midva le, UT 
A private psych iatri c hospital serving ado lescent, adult, and geriatric 
populations. Perform assessment and DSM-IV diagnosis. Patient 
admissions and discharges. Crisi s intervention and hospital emergency 
room eva luations and consu ltations. 
Employment Specialist Easter Seals Society of Utah 
Salt Lake C ity, UT 
A not-for-profit agency worki ng with di sabled indi viduals. Perform 
assessment, job coaching, employment counseling, and networking. 
Liaison to Utah State Hospital Department of Vocational 
Rehabilitation. 
Profess ional Activities 
Professional Memberships 
National Council on Family Relations 
American Association of Marriage and Fami ly Therapy 
Utah Council on Family Relatio ns 
Utah Association of Marriage and Fami ly Therapy 
Publications 
Ramboz, B. (2002). Parenting through a divorce. Tips on Parenting, 4 (3), Emma 
Ecc les Jones Center for Excellence in Educati on, Utah State University, Logan, Utah. 
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Presentations 
Ramboz, B. (2002, May). Naturally occurring premarital education in rural Utah: 
Attitudes and effectiveness. Presented at the Utah Conference on Family Relations, 
Weber State University, Ogden, Utah. 
Ramboz, B. (2001, May). The Family Life Educator's Role in Marital Preparation. 
Presented at the Utah Conference on Family Relations, Weber State University, 
Ogden, Utah. 
Ramboz, B. (2000, May). The Use of Premarital Counseling in Adolescent 
Marriages: A Proposal, Presented at the Utah Conference on Family Relations, 
Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah. 
Ramboz, B. (2000, May). Revitalizing the Institwion of Marriage through Preventive 
Measures. Presented at the Rev itali zing the Institution of Marriage National 
Conference, Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah. 
Ramboz, B. (I 999, May). Mandat01y Parental Divorce Education: Does it Work ? 
Paper presented at the Utah Conference on Fam ily Relations, Utah State University, 
Logan, Utah. 
Service 
Ramboz, B., Webb, N. & Wright, M. (I 998-2000). Shared Parenting for Divorcing 
Parents. A mandatory parental education class on the effects of divorce on children 
emphasiz ing the importance of co-parenting. Class was offered bimonthly. 
Contrac t & Grant Proposals 
Wentz, T. & Ramboz, B. (2000). Mandatory Divorce Education for Parents 
Program. Submitted to the State of Utah, Administrative Office of the Courts. RFP: 
RM0250. 
Ramboz, B. (2000). "Shared Parenting for Divorcing Parents" Program: A proposal 
for updated presentation methods. Subm itted to the Henry W. and Les li e M. Eskuche 
Charitable Foundation. Total Request: $4,873. Request for equipment. 
Honors & Awards 
Utah State Uni versity Presidential Fel lowship, 1998-1999. 
Southern Utah University Teacher of the Year Finalist, 1997-1998. 
